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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD
LOWER PLYMOUTH ROCK BRIDGE

Location:

Spanning the Upper Iowa River on unnumbered Winneshiek
County road, 2.1 miles east of Kendallville; NW1/4,
SW1/4, SE1/4, Section 35, Township 100 North, Range 10
West; Fremont Township, Winneshiek County, Iowa
UTM: 15.581180.4809045

Quadrangle:

Bluffton, Iowa (7.5 minute series, 1981)

Date of Construction:

1877

Designer/Fabricator :

Wrought Iron Bridge Company, Canton, Ohio

Present Owner:

Winneshiek County, Iowa

Present Use:

Single-lane roadway bridge

Significance:

The Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge is one of the few intact
examples remaining of what had once been the standard
rural roadway bridge type of the 1870s in America: the
bowstring arch-truss. This patented tubular arch design
was marketed extensively throughout the United States
and Canada by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton,
Ohio, one of this country's most important 19th century
iron bridge fabricators. The Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge
is the oldest bowstring remaining in its original
position in Winneshiek County.

Report Assembled by:

Clayton B. Fraser
Principal, Fraserdesign
Loveland Colorado
January 1986
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INTRODUCTION

The Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) documentation for the Freeport
and Lower Plymouth Rock Bridges was conducted by Fraserdesign of Loveland,
Colorado, under contract with Winneshiek County, Iowa. Winneshiek County has
proposed the replacement of these two structures: the Lower Plymouth Rock
Bridge (Project No. BROS-9096(8)) in early 1986 and the Freeport Bridge
(Project No. BROS-9096(17)) in early 1987.
Some sections of the report have been expanded beyond the usual HAER format to
serve specific needs. The coverage of Wrought Iron Bridge Company activities
in Iowa, for instance, has been expanded to help the Iowa Department of
Transportation identify and date similar bridges throughout the state.
Similarly, Winneshiek County bridge history is discussed in extensive detail to
provide a needed general history for the County Engineer's Office and answer
questions regarding other extant structures in the county. Additionally, the
volume of county records allows an unusual opportunity to provide a thorough
coverage of county bridge building in the 1870s that is representative in the
economics of bridge funding and contracting and novel in its focus upon one man
and two bridge types. The Freeport and Lower Plymouth Rock bridges share many
similarities in that they were funded by the same county, fabricated and
erected by the same bridge manufacturer at about the same time, and using the
same general design. Their detailing, however, differs in significant aspects,
which the evolution of that design illustrate. (For more detailed information
on the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge, refer to HAER No. IA-18).
Field recording of the two bridges was undertaken in November 1985. The
perspective-corrected photographs for both were processed and the three-sheet
set of measured drawings for the Freeport Bridge (reductions of which are
included in Appendix) was completed by year's end. Research and report
preparation were conducted between November 1985 and January 1986, with this
final report being completed in January 1986.
The research for this project has involved a variety of archival sources: the
Winneshiek County Engineer's Office, Winneshiek County Clerk and Recorder,
Luther College Library, Ohio State Historic Preservation Office, Ohio State
University Library, Ohio Historical Society Library and the Denver Public
Library. For their assistance in the research and support for the project, we
would like to thank George Hanzlik, Winneshiek County Engineer; Dr. James
Hippen of Luther College; David Cook of the Iowa Department of Transportation;
David Simmons of the Ohio Historical Society; Eric DeLony of the Historic
American Engineering Record in Washington; Greg Kendrick and Suzanne Evans of
the National Park Service in Denver; and Dennis Gimmestad of the Minnesota
Historical Society.
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EARLY BRIDGE BUILDING IN WINNESHIEK COUNTY

Winneshiek County was formed by an act of the Iowa State Legislature on January
15, 1851. The first settlers had arrived in the region two years earlier and
initial settlements had begun in several of the townships. From a population of
546 in 1850, the county grew dramatically to almost 13,500 in 1860, and
totaled over 23,500 in 1870.' In 1852, Lincoln Township was settled and the
town of Moneek was platted. Decorah and Frankville were surveyed and platted
the following year, and Spillville was begun by the first Bohemian settlers in
the county. Freeport and Calmar were platted in 1854, Ossian and Plymouth Rock
a year l a t e r . 2
As other settlements formed and grew in the county, an
impromptu network of overland roads and trails began to develop to link them,
following the typical pattern of settlement and transportation.
Four rivers drain Winneshiek County. The Upper Iowa is the largest, entering
the county from the northwest corner and meandering across to the eastern edge.
The Turkey River cuts across the southwest corner of the county; the Yellow
rises in the southeast. The Canoe, though termed a river, is little more than
an enlarged stream. Additionally, the county is crisscrossed by a myriad of
creeks, streams, runs, gullies, ravines and washes. Although they are
numerous, none of these watercourses is very wide or deep and none would
present any great technological difficulties in bridging. Nevertheless, they
did impede travel over the region's growing system of wagon roads. Bridged
crossings would be required if settlement was to continue.
Organized road and bridge building was the responsibility of the county
government. The typical method of communication between the citizens and the
elected officials was through road and bridge petitions, which requested
specific construction or improvements. These petitions were considered by the
county supervisors at their regularly scheduled meetings in Decorah, the county
seat. In a sparsely populated region, however, with minimal government
revenues, relatively few vehicular bridges were erected by Winneshiek County in
the 1850s.
Beginning in 1860, county affairs were administered by a board of supervisors,
composed of one member from each township. Ten years later, this board was
replaced with a county commissioner system, with elected representatives, still
termed supervisors, from each of three districts. These first members were
Board Chairman M.S. Drury, G.C. Winship and A. Arneson. In 1872, the county
was reapportioned into five districts, which each elected a representative. 3
The board of supervisors responded to the deluge of urgent bridge construction
petitions in the 1860s by authorizing many small-scale projects, but no
long-span structures. In March 1870, for example, the board appropriated funds
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for several short-span structures around the county: a bridge across a ravine
on a section-line road in Orleans Township ($10); a two-span timber stringer
bridge across a creek in Orleans Township, with stone abutments and a timber
pier ($55); two bridges on a slough in Lincoln Township ($60 for both); another
bridge across a slough in Lincoln Township ($15); two bridges across a creek in
Lincoln Township ($60 for both); a bridge in Madison Township ($25); and four
or five bridges on the Decorah and Burr Springs Road ($75 for all). 4
For a
relatively new county faced with a rapidly increasing number of rural roads and
an acute shortage of funds, the construction of many small timber structures
was the most practical short-term solution. Though inexpensive to build initially, most tended to be structurally suspect and required almost continuous
maintenance to prevent their collapse. Moreover, the wider rivers would require
more substantial crossings in the form of longer-span trusses or arches.
In 1870 the supervisors' primary concern was sheer volume and intensity of the
bridge requests from around the county. The three beleaguered men sought some
relief, if only temporary. On January 5, 1871, the board unanimously adopted
the following resolution:
WHEREAS, The Bridge Fund provided for by the tax levied amounts to only
about $1500 after paying appropriations made; and some reform is therefore necessary in the manner of building and keeping in repair the bridges of the county; and
WHEREAS, The Trustees of the several townships, under provisions of
Sec. 2, of Chapter 100 of the laws of the 12th General Assembly, have the
power to levy taxes for bridge purposes in their respective townships;
therefore,
RESOLVED, That hereafter this Board will not make any appropriations
from the County or Bridge Funds for building or repairing bridges of
less than 30 feet span; and we earnestly recommend that all bridges of
less than 30 feet span are built with good stone arches where stone can
be had at any reasonable prices, believing that such bridges will be
much more substantial and economical; and this Board will in all cases
determine the necessity for the bridge, and the length of span needed
where the span is 30 feet or more; and G.C. Winship is hereby appointed
a committee to receive petitions in vacation and examine and report upon
the necessity and amount of appropriation and length of span needed in
all such cases. 5
The resolution was a rather transparent attempt by the board to shift the
responsibility for bridge building to the individual townships. The supervisors
must have realized that the measure could not be enforced over an extended
period. A dubious piece of legislation at best, the resolution did, however,
contain one kernel of foresight: the appointment of supervisor George Winship
as the one-man bridge committee. It was a decision which would profoundly
effect Winship's life and would have a far-reaching impact on the landscape of
Winneshiek County.
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Though not among the first pioneers to settle in the county, George C. Winship
(1823-1898) was already a long-time resident in the area by 1871. He was born
in Hartford, Connecticut, in August 1823. In September 1855, Winship moved to
Winneshiek County from Ohio with his wife Charlotte and nine-year-old daughter,
Emma. A second daughter, Minnie, was born on his farm six years later. 6
Winship began work in Decorah as a hired journeyman for the town's first
blacksmith and later acquired a 40-acre farm a mile north of town. 7 By no means
wealthy, he was nevertheless widely known and respected in the township.8 The
1860 Census estimated the value of his real estate holdings at $5000 and his
personal estate at $1000. 9 Ten years later his land had increased in value
to $10,000 and his personal holdings to $1800, a total exceeded by only a dozen
other men in the township.10
A tall, thin man, Winship's stature was erect,
his demeanor stern and forthright, though colored with a wry sense of humor.
He had a rather drawn face with a sharp hawk-like nose, and even late in life
carried a beard and full head of grey hair.
As the representative from the Decorah District, Winship had been one of the
first three supervisors elected when the county adopted the county commissioner
system in 1870."
In the most densely populated township in a county settled
overwhelmingly by people with names such as Oleson, Hanson and Tollefson,
Winship was an anomaly as an elected official in that he did not live in town
and was not Scandinavian. He listed himself as a farmer to the census takers,
and farming was his primary source of income. But his avocation - as the other
supervisors would come to realize - was supervising county capitol improvement
projects, particularly bridge construction.
Following his appointment as bridge committee, Winship began maintaining a
journal, known as the bridge book. In this he recorded and mapped the numerous
citizens' petitions for bridges and posted payments for bridge work. ,2
The
board had given him sole authority over county bridge matters, stating: "the
bridge committee [is] authorized to draw warrants and to pay for work
contracted for as fast as the work should be accepted by him and to make
contracts for building or repairing bridges that may in his judgement be deemed
indispensible." 13
The first bridge that Winship authorized as bridge committee was Winneshiek
County's largest and most costly bridge to date. Built by local stonemason P.
Gallaher over Trout Run, two miles southeast of Decorah, the masonry structure
consisted of five 12-foot arches supported by 4-1/2 foot solid masonry piers.
It totaled 180 feet in length and 18 feet in width and cost $1596.72.14 At
the end of the year, Winship contracted for two other substantial masonry
arches. The longer of these was the Bohemian Creek double-arch bridge in Sumner
Township. Composed of almost 70 cords of stone and costing $1,438.27, it
consisted of two 16-foot arches with a total length of 95 feet, including the
wingwalls. Another two-span masonry arch was built over the Yellow River in
Bloomfield Township for a total cost of $1455. ,5
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Winship realized the limitations of masonry arches for crossings requiring long
spans. Nevertheless, he preferred the arch in principle, calling it "the most
handsome and utilitarian of bridges." When he would begin contracting for
medium-span timber structures in 1871, these too would employ the arch. That
year, Winship contracted with Sumner Township contractor Alva Tracy to erect a
bridge over the Turkey River at Spillville for $1752.22. This was paid by
warrants on the bridge fund and the poorhouse fund, "and no pains were spared
to make a No. 1 bridge." 16 The following year, Tracy erected three bridges:
the Bredeson Bridge over Trout Run in Glenwood Township ($1072.44), the Brandt
Bridge ($1248.08), and Buck's Bridge over the Turkey River in Washington
Township ($2009.46). u The combination spans that Tracy built were composed of
timber arches and decks, with iron suspenders and floor structure.' 8
Winship
praised Tracy's invention, saying, "This bridge is built on an entirely
different plan from any other bridge in northern Iowa. It is so strong that
the heaviest loaded teams make no perceptible jar." 19
Throughout 1871 and 1872, the supervisors were faced with two interrelated
issues: the poor state of bridge construction in the county and charges from
their constituency of unfair allocation of funds for bridge projects. The
resolution of January 1871 had only exacerbated an already heated situation.
Clearly, a more workable solution was needed. After considering the twin
problems in its September 5, 1872 meeting, the now five-member board adopted
another resolution:
WHEREAS, It is found that citizens of the several townships of the county are unable, for want of means, to build the necessary small bridges
in their townships, and,
WHEREAS, The townships have contributed alike towards the bridge funds
of the county; therefore,
RESOLVED, That this Board will build, in each township, one arch bridge,
of not over 16 feet span, as soon as the state of the funds will permit,
and that the bridge committee is hereby authorized to locate such bridges, and to contract for the building of the same as fast as the same
can be built consistent with the state of the funds. 20
It was an imaginative plan, designed to benefit all twenty townships equitably
and set the standard for sound bridge building in the county. Because it
stipulated stone construction for the bridges, the supervisors' program would
benefit local contractors and quarry operators, rather than send the
appropriations to out-of-state bridge companies. 21
To fund this ambitious
program, the board engaged in a bit of administrative legerdemain. The county
had traditionally allotted no more than a 3 mill levy for bridge construction
and was unwilling to raise the levy to accommodate the growing need for
upgrading of the roads and bridges. Rather than increase the appropriation for
bridges, the supervisors withdrew money from the poorhouse fund whenever the
cost of bridge projects exceeded the amount budgeted in a particular year.
Good for travelers in Winneshiek County; bad for the indigent.
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Stone suitable for building the arches was readily available throughout the
region. The central part of the county is floored primarily by Trenton
limestone, which gradually changes to galena in the southwest corner. Several
extensive quarries located in the county separated and cut this stone. Near
Decorah, pure high-grade limestone of a light grey color was quarried. Additionally, quarry operators mined sandstone in the eastern part of the county
and magnesia on Canoe Creek six miles north of Decorah. 22 Given the abundance
of materials, the masonry arch seemed a logical and economical choice for
small-scale crossings. By the end of the year, Winship had made arrangements
to construct several masonry arches throughout the county.
More importantly, by the end of 1872, he had begun preparations for the
county's first iron bridges. Winship contracted with local stonemasons for
construction of the stone abutments for three iron bridges: one over the
Turkey River at Fort Atkinson, and two in Lincoln Township near the Daubersmith
Brothers' Mill the Butz Mill west of Ridgeway. 23
These latter structures, called the Daubersmith and Butz Bridges, or simply the
Daubersmith Bridge, may have been a single two-span bridge or two single-span
bridges close together; the records are unclear. It was erected in 1873 for a
total cost of $5621.24 - by far the most expensive bridge built in the county.
The structure entailed over 108 cords of stone for the abutments and wingwalls,
38,688 feet of 12"x12" timber for the driven piles and two iron
superstructures - 60 and 70 feet long. 24
For the abutments, Winship contracted with stonemason Peter Reis. Reis first
encountered quicksand on the riverbank, necessitating a change in the foundations. Then he encountered difficulty in procuring suitably sized stone.
Finally, he encountered difficulty in moving the stone across an adjacent
parcel of land. "A gentleman with stubbornness extraordinarily developed,
refused to let us pass across a little corner of his land," Winship told the
board, "although we offered him $50 for the privilege, and agreed to level down
all ruts and sow the track to grass seed... I wish the gentleman well, but I
think he has more than his share of pure mulishness." 2 5 Before he would accept
the masonry work, Winship exacted a twenty-five year guarantee for the bridge
abutments from the contractor. 26
For the superstructure, Winship followed the typical bridge contract solicitation and award process of the period, which he would also use when contracting
for all subsequent iron spans. He instructed the county clerk to advertise for
competitive bids, giving the span length and location of the proposed bridge.
With their cost proposals, the regional bridge companies were required to
submit design proposals, including plans, specifications and design load
tables. Winship then reviewed the proposals comparatively with the board
of supervisors. Given his propensity for arch bridges, it is not surprising
that he and the supervisors chose a bowstring arch-truss for the Daubersmith
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Bridge. In April 1873, after inspecting an iron arch in adjacent Howard
County, the board instructed Winship to purchase the Wrought Iron Tubular Arch
Bridge, manufactured by the Ohio Bridge Company of Cleveland, Ohio, for this
and two other bridges. 27
For some unrecorded reason, he awarded the
superstructure contract to the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton, Ohio. 28
The other iron bridge built in 1873, for which foundations had been laid the
year before, was the Fort Atkinson Bridge over the Turkey River. This span was
an 84-foot bowstring arch-truss supported by stone abutments. The total cost
of the bridge was $3,101.50. Like the Daubersmith Bridge, the substructure for
the Fort Atkinson Bridge was built by local contractors. The superstructure was
fabricated and installed by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company under a single
contract with the Daubersmith Bridge. 29
Construction of a third iron span, the Gillece [Gilliece; Gillence] Bridge,
in Bluffton Township was begun late in 1873. By year's end the work was
almost completed. A stonemason named Dwyer built the massive masonry abutments,
which, according to Winship, were "by far the best job of masonry in the
county, so noted by all who have seen it." 3 0 The abutments and 95-foot wingwalls consumed almost 212 cords of limestone and 17,898 feet of timber and
plank. The 104-foot bowstring superstructure was produced by the Wrought Iron
Bridge Company. 31
For all four of Winneshiek County's first iron bridges, George Winship had
contracted with Wrought Iron. The total amount paid by Winneshiek County to
the Canton-based company in 1873 was $7,198.00: far more any previous year's
total expenditure for bridges. 32
In his annual bridge report to the board,
Winship defended the high cost of these first iron bridges, saying, "No money
has been needlessly expended, but unforeseen expenses, to a large amount, have
been incurred. At each of our four iron bridges, where we expected and looked
for rock or hard pan foundations, we struck quagmires of quicksand, which cost
us sixty four thousand, three hundred and thirty eight feet of timber and plank
for foundation, besides the expense incident thereto, for transportation,
framing, sinking, &c, &c." 3 3
The following year saw five more iron bridges erected in what would prove to be
the most extensive single-year construction program undertaken by the county in
the 1860s, 70s and 80s.
The Goddard Bridge over Plum Creek in Washington
Township was a 34-foot structure costing $1205.51 ($459 of which was paid
for the superstructure). The Stich Bridge in Pleasant Township cost $2236.34
($1080 for the superstructure). The Upper Plymouth Bridge in Fremont
Township was a 130-foot bowstring arch-truss erected over the Upper Iowa River
for $4770.77 ($357.0.00 for the superstructure). The Drake Bridge in Glenwood
Township, another 130-foot bowstring over the Upper Iowa, cost $6155.61
($3607.50 for the superstructure). The most expensive among these was the
Decorah Bridge, a medium-span iron structure built for $7994.89 ($3941.50 for
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the superstructure). 34 Because of its location within a relatively heavily
trafficked urban area and the requirement for a wide roadway, the supervisors
chose a medium-span through truss for the superstructure, instead of a
bowstring, a bridge type thought more suitable for rural farm-to-market roads.
The Decorah Bridge was manufactured by King and Son of Topeka, Kansas. 35 The
others were manufactured by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company.
In the four years since his appointment as bridge committee, George Winship had
accelerated the rate of bridge construction significantly. By the end of 1874,
Winneshiek County had built one five-arch, two double-arch and thirteen singlearch masonry bridges. Additionally, the county had contracted for its first
iron bridges. 36 All but one of these nine spans had been fabricated by the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company.

WROUGHT IRON BRIDGE COMPANY

In its extensive dealings with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, Winneshiek
County was simply following a regional trend. As this county and hundreds of
others in the Midwest contracted with the Ohio-based bridge company in the
1870s, Wrought Iron quickly became one of the largest bridge fabricators in
America. And its president, David Hammond, distinguished himself as one of the
country's most prolific bridge innovators.
Born September 12, 1830, on a farm in Plain Township, Ohio, David A. Hammond
had moved to Canton, Ohio, at the age of eighteen. There he served as an
apprentice carpenter to William Prince, a locally prominent builder. By 1860,
Hammond had formed his own construction company and was building, among other
things, several small-scale timber roadway bridges. With John Laird, owner of
a local foundary, and Washington R. Reeves, a local metal worker, he developed
a combination bridge in which he substituted iron for wood on some of the
tension members and connection details. Hammond patented this design, the
first in what would be a long series of bridge patents issued to him. In 1862,
Hammond was contracted to build an iron bridge over the Middle Branch of
Nimishillen Creek in Canton, for $1200. "It was strictly a wrought-iron
bridge," stated The American Pictorial Monthly, "made out of bars and bolts."
Hammond and Reeves built the 60-foot bridge - their first all-metal span - in
an 18'x 30' blacksmith shop using a one-horse power drill. 37
In 1864, Hammond and Reeves formed a partnership to engage in bridge work and
general contracting. That year they jointly patented their first bowstring
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arch-truss design (described in more detail later) and built a small
fabricating plant on the Fort Wayne Railroad near the West Branch of
Nimishillen Creek. Not satisfied with the small-scale construction undertaken
by his partnership with Reeves, Hammond formed the Wrought Iron Bridge Company
in 1865 and for the next four years operated both bridge companies from the
same facility. As Wrought Iron increased its construction activity, the
cramped facilities suffered under the strain. 38
In 1870, Hammond and Reeves dissolved their partnership and Reeves returned to
metalworking. Hammond continued to expand his bridge fabrication enterprise.
In January 1871, the Wrought Iron Bridge Company was incorporated with an
initial capitalization of $106,000.39 The first officers were Hammond, Reeves
and Michael Adler. Later joining Hammond on the board of directors were C.
Aultman, Hiram H. Wise, Alexander Hurford and Job Abbott, a patent attorney
turned bridge engineer. The company built a new fabricating plant at East
Ninth and Saxton Streets, opposite the passenger station of the Fort Wayne
Railroad, increasing his production capacity tremendously. Hammond's success
throughout the 1870s was phenomenal. In 1871, the company sold 100 bridges
worth $200,000. The following year sales had doubled to $400,000, and by 1873
production had increased to a half million dollars. 40 By August 1877, the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company employed three hundred men, working around-theclock to produce the 12,000 feet of iron bridges then under contract. 41 Like
most bridge fabricators of the time, Wrought Iron cut and assembled the members
for its iron bridges, but did not manufacture the wrought iron. An 1880
account describes the company's operation:
The material they use in construction of bridges is specifically manufactured for them under the most rigid specifications, as to tensile
strength and quality, and is critically tested on its arrival at the
shops. Their bridges are built on scientific principals, approved by
long and thorough experience, and the utmost caution is excercised in
their erection. In all the work they have executed, there has not been a
single case of failure or accident, under protracted usage for road
travel or excessively trying tests. Such an exceptional record is certainly worth of consideration. Their facilities for accurate and reliable
work are unequaled by those of any similar establishment, and enable them
to complete contracts with great dispatch. 42
The Wrought Iron Bridge Company marketed its bridges through the traditional
means of solicitation and advertising. The company opened branch offices in
several midwestern states from which it fielded general agents. Essentially
traveling salesmen, these agents visited with city and county officials in
their territories, explaining the company's bridge designs and presenting
proposals for competitive bid lettings. The company advertised in national and
regional trade periodicals such as Isaac Potter's County Roads (shown in Figure
8). Additionally, it circulated illustrated pamphlets which showed
representative examples of its work. In 1874, Wrought Iron printed its "Book
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of Designs" (shown in Figure 1). This served both as an advertisement for the
company and as a pattern book of standardized bridge designs that the company
manufactured. The fronticepiece of this illustrated pamphlet tries to dispel
the lingering questions regarding the safety and economy of iron and clearly
demonstrates who the targeted customers were:
To County Commissioners and Others:
The large amount of money annually required for the construction and
maintenance or railroad and highway bridges, calls for the most careful
investigation by all those interested in public economy, as to what
means are necessary to reduce this cost of manufacture, and naturally
leads to inquiries as to whether iron bridge building will contribute
to this result; whether iron bridges have been sufficiently tested to
render their adoption no longer an experiment, but a certain success;
whether cast or wrought iron should be adopted for bridge work; whether
wrought iron, if adopted, will be effected by corrosion or other causes;
what the proper capacity of an iron bridge should be; what are the best
plans for iron bridges, and what is the best mode of obtaining an iron
bridge of proper construction. 43

Figure 1
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As indicated by the Book of Designs, the primary superstructural type marketed
by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company in the 1870s was the bowstring arch-truss
made up of wrought and cast iron components. The bowstring was the most
commonly erected all-metal bridge of the 1870s, due in large part to Wrought
Iron and its main competitor, the King Bridge and Manufacturing Company of
Cleveland, Ohio. The first and second largest bridge manufacturers in the
country during the decade, both companies fabricated standardized versions of
their own patented bowstring designs.
By altering the configuration of the primary arches and suspenders on its
bridges, Wrought Iron was able to produce a series of bowstrings covering a
range of span lengths from 50 to 350 feet. The shortest bowstring was what
Wrought Iron termed a Column Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 2). This bridge,
according to the company, "was specially designed for country bridges of
moderate spans, and has proved to be remarkably well adapted to such purpose;
its moderate cost, great strength and stiffness and neat and ornamental
appearance making it much superior to any other arch bridge for short spans." 45
The column arch bridge, intended for spans between 50 and 120 feet, employed a
cylindrical wrought iron arch made up of four flanged quarter round segments
riveted together. It was a pony configuration - Wrought Iron's only pony arch
- with no overhead lateral bracing.
For span lengths ranging from 80 to 140 feet, Wrought Iron designed a Column
and Channel, or Column and Thimble, Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 3). The
primary arches consisted of four riveted quarter round sections, with two
channels inserted on the horizontal axis. "Although designed especially for
large spans," the Book of Designs stated, "we have succeeded in adapting it in
the most perfect manner, as is attested by the very large number of spans
erected by us within the [80-140-foot] limits." 46 By varying the size of the
column and channel members, the company could vary the size of the arches from
8-1/2" to 11-1/2" deep and from 11-1/2" to 15-1/2" wide.
Wrought Iron's Column, Plate and Channel Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 4) was
designed for spans ranging from 140 to 180 feet. The arches were configured
much like the column and channel bridge, with a stiffening wrought iron
diaphragm inserted between the quarter round sections. Intended for the span
range most commonly specified in county bridge construction, the column, plate
and channel arch was Wrought Iron's most popular bridge type.
For longer span bridges, Wrought Iron marketed two other types of bowstrings:
the Column, Plate and Channel Arch Bridge (shown in Figures 5 and 6) and the
Double Column and Channel Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 7). Although outlined
in the Book of Designs, these last two bridge types were rarely erected. The
longest column and channel bridge known to have been constructed was a a
double-265-foot span bridge built ca. 1874 in Foxburg, Pennsylvania.47 No
double column and channel bridges are known to have been fabricated.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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As the Wrought Iron Bridge Company marketed these bowstring configurations
extensively around the country, other bridge fabricators were also erecting and
patenting their own bowstrings bridges. Squire Whipple patented his "Iron
Bowstring Bridge" in 1841 (Patent No. 2064; 24 April 1841).48 Like most
successful inventions, his bridge design spawned numerous other variations,
most of which deviated from his patent just enough to avoid infringement. Over
the next thirty-five years, dozens of patents were issued for improvements on
Whipple's design. These included such configurations as the triangular wrought
iron tubular arch patented by Cincinnati inventor Thomas Moseley (Patent No.
16,572; 3 February 1857), the square wrought iron tubular arch patented by
Cleveland inventor Zenas King (Patent No. 33,384; 3 February 1861) and the
parallel plate arch patented by Wilmington, Ohio, inventors Johnathan and Zimbi
Wall (Patent No. 148,010; 24 February 1874).49 In his 1874 Book of Designs,
Hammond gives a brief history of the early development of iron bridge
fabrication:
The building of highway iron bridges, begun by Whipple in 1846-'50, was
carried on to a limited extent until 1861. Moseley [of Moseley and Company,
Cincinnati] patented a wrought-iron arch bridge in 1857, and erected
several spans in 1858 to 1861; King and Frees [later King Iron Bridge
and Manufacturing Company, Cleveland] began building wrought-iron bridges in 1859-'60, and Hammond and Reeves [later, the Wrought Iron Bridge
Company, Canton] began building wrought-iron bridges in 1864-66. Wrought
iron bridge work for highway purposes has made rapid progress from that
date to the present time, almost supplanting cast iron, as was the case
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with railway bridges, and forcing the public to concede its superiority
over wood or cast iron, whenever they were brought into comparison.
Starting from New York in 1845, iron highway bridges have grown in public favor until they are now found in almost every State in the Union,
and even those States, such as Maine, New Hampshire and Michigan, whose
facilities for building wooden bridges are unrivalled, are abandoning
wooden for iron bridges. 50
Most of the bowstring patent activity centered in New York - Whipple's home
state - and Ohio, among whose inventors David Hammond was the most active. In
the 1860s and 1870s, he and his colleagues at Wrought Iron produced more than
sixteen different bridge designs.5' During this period, they were by far the
most prolific bridge innovators in Ohio, and on a national level were surpassed
by only the venerable Captain James Eads in bridge patents issued. Whipple may
have invented the bowstring, but no other inventor in 19th Century America did
as much as David Hammond to perfect the form.
Hammond's first bridge, patented with Reeves in 1864 (Patent No. 43,202;
21 June 1864), featured an inverted U-shaped arch made up of three flat iron
bars clamped together at regular intervals. 52 His second patent, issued in
1866 (Patent No. 56,043; 3 July 1866), showed an arch composed of two I-beams termed double-T irons - covered by an iron plate. "The nature of my invention,"
he stated in the specification, "consists in the novel construction of a
wrought-iron arch of double-T iron and novel clamping pieces, and also in the
combination of a covering piece which excludes moisture, and also serves to
prevent any lateral movement of the arch... whereby I obtain an arch of great
strength and simplicity with a comparatively small weight and cost of
construction." 53 The accompanying drawing shows a pony configuration, with
suspenders improbably oriented perpendicular to the arch, rather than vertical.
The arch was evidently intended only for short-span roadway applications.
Hammond continued to refine his arch designs and filed revised specifications
and drawings for both with the patent office in 1867 and 1869. 54
In 1869, he patented yet another arch design (Patent No. 86,538; 2 February
1869), presented as an improvement to his 1864 patent, "said improvements
consisting, first, in the use of channel or L-iron for the arch-pieces, in the
place of the plate-iron there shown, by the use of which we are enabled to
firmly rivet the arch-pieces and covering piece together, instead of depending
wholly on the clamping-bolts, clamping-pieces and suspension-rods and bracing
for the binding of said pieces together, as is the case in our previous patent,
whereby we greatly increase the resistance of our arch to any horizontal
deflection, and thus greatly increase its strength." 55
With each patent application, Hammond refined his bowstring design. His fourth
bridge patent, issued in April 1870, delineated for the first time the tubular
arch configuration which would later become the trademark for the Wrought Iron
Bridge Company. In this patent (Patent No. 102,392; 26 April 1870), Hammond
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described three Phoenix-tube wrought iron arches roughly equivalent to his
later column arch, column and channel arch and column, plate and channel arch.
The result, Hammond asserted in the specification was "a tubular arch of great
strength and stiffness, which admits of a very economical distribution and
proportion of material to any required case of construction." 56
Clumsy though it looked, this was the direct predecessor to Hammond's fifth and
final arch bridge patent. Issued in February 1873, this patent (Patent No.
135,802; 11 February 1873) was the basis upon which the Wrought Iron Bridge
Company fabricated thousands of bowstring bridges across North America in the
1870s. The specifications described a series of bowstring arch-truss designs
which used Phoenix tubes for the primary arches. Although his preceding patent
specifications and accompanying illustrations were relatively brief, Hammond
describes in lengthy and painstaking detail every aspect of this series of
bridges. Significantly, this patent was the first to delineate an extremely
long-span (up to 350 feet) bowstring through design.
One particular technological issue that Hammond and the others sought to
address with their patents was the inherent lateral instability of the
bowstring arch-truss. "It is well known to bridge constructors," Hammond
stated in 1873, "that the principal defect in the practical working of
bow-string girders as heretofore constructed, especially in long spans, has
been their want of stiffness to resist the action of a rolling load." 57 Live
loads placed on the bridge deck are transferred to the floor beams and then to
the verticals, which are suspended from the primary arches. The tensile force
of the suspenders tends twist the compression arches sideways, especially if
the load is applied with any eccentricity from the neutral axis of the arch.
This is countered in most arch patents by the installation of overhead struts
to tie the two primary arches together and make a rigid structure. The arch's
curved configuration, however, makes placement of these struts impossible in
the outer panels, necessitating an extremely rigid arch construction to
overcome the twisting action. For all but his short-span arches, Hammond
specified tubular arches that were stronger laterally than they were axially.
For his longest spans (between 220 and 360 feet), he actually doubled the tubes
and connected them with a continuous solid web to create an immensely rigid
frame. 58
The counties and municipalities of Iowa were among the best customers of the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company. The period of extensive rural road and bridge
construction in the state during the 1870s coincided with Wrought Iron's
ascendance in the industry, combining to create a booming market for the bridge
company's regional sales representatives. Winneshiek County's almost exclusive
relationship with Wrought Iron may have been an extreme case. (Other bridge
companies such as the King Iron Bridge Company of Cleveland also marketed
heavily in eastern Iowa during this period, and bridge superstructure contracts
were let primarily on the basis of cost, not company.) Nevertheless, the
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Wrought Iron Bridge Company was extremely active in the region. In 1874,
Wrought Iron listed several of its recently erected bowstrings in Iowa.
Winneshiek County bridges are indicated by an asterisk:
Sidney
85-foot
Shenandoah
42-foot
Hall's Mill
90-foot
Columbus Junction
95-foot
Watson's Ford
75-foot
*Fort Atkinson
84-foot
Ridgeway
70-foot
Red Oak Junction
100-foot
Orford
113-foot
Chelsea
140-foot
Quasketon
125-foot
Fairbanks
145-foot
Nora Springs
120,125-foot
Independence
(2)145-foot
Cedar Falls
(3)115-foot
Keosauqua
(4)151-foot
Cedar Rapids
(6)120-foot
Watsell's Ford
140-foot
*Decorah (Gillece) 104-foot
Nora Springs
115-foot
Springville
153-foot
Palo
85-foot
Marshalltown
100-foot
*Decorah (Plymouth) 130-foot
*Decorah (Drake)
130-foot

span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;

12-foot
12-foot
16-foot
16-foot
12-foot
16-foot
16-foot
18-foot
14-foot
14-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
18-foot
16-foot
16-foot
18-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
15-foot
17-foot

roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway

Column Arch
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Column and Channel Arch
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
" 59

In 1877, the company built a six-span iron bridge, with a total length of 960
feet, at Columbus Junction in Louisa County. This was Iowa's longest highway
bridge to date. 60 As Winneshiek and other counties continued to purchase arch
and truss superstructures from Wrought Iron, the aggregate length of the firm's
spans in the state accumulated. By 1885, David Hammond's company had installed
21,600 feet of bridges in Iowa: almost equaling the total output by the company
across the country in its first nine years. Only N e w York, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois had purchased more structures from Wrought Iron. 61
That year, David Hammond's bridges could be found in 41 of the state's 99
counties. 62 Although these were distributed in all areas of Iowa except the
northwest corner, Wrought Iron's strength clearly lay in the eastern part of
the state. Over 7 0 % of the counties in which Wrought Iron's bridges had been
installed were east of Des Moines, and almost 6 0 % were east of Waterloo. One
particular stronghold for the company was the northeast tier of counties.
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Winneshiek, Howard, Chickasaw, Floyd, Mitchell, Fayette, Clayton, Buchanon,
Delaware and Dubuque Counties had all bought bridge superstructures from
Wrought Iron in the 1870s and 80s. Allamakee County remained the only holdout. 63
Iowa's list of Wrought Iron's bridges in 1885 included the following structures
(Winneshiek County bridges indicated by an asterisk):
Shell Rock, Butler County
(3) 85-foot
Mitchell, Mitchell County
(2)128-foot
Osage, Mitchell County
(2)240-foot
*Decorah, Winneshiek County (Twin)
(2)116-foot
Black Hawk County
(3)150-foot
Center Grove, Dubuque County
96-foot
Waterloo, Black Hawk County
155-foot
*Decorah, Winneshiek County (Bluffton) 116-foot
Webster City, Hamilton County
150-foot
Palo, Linn County
(2)165-foot
P a r i s , Linn County
160-foot
Ivanhoe, Linn County
(2)130-foot
Stone City, Jones County
115, 117-foot
Rochester, Cedar County
(4)151-foot
Pine Mills, Muscatine County
96-foot
Jackson, Adair County
84-foot
Rockford, Floyd County
260-foot
Fremont County
102-foot

spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
span;
span;
span;
span;
spans;
span;
spans;
spans;
spans;
span;
span;
span;
span;

17-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
14-foot

roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway 64

Despite its frequent expansion of facilities, Wrought Iron's tremendous
workload in the mid-1870s caused the company occasionally to fall behind on its
fabrication schedule. This in turn created problems for the customers as
contracted bridges waited for completion. Winneshiek County experienced such
delivery problems with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company in 1875. "Owing to the
failure of the Iron Bridge Co's. in fulfilling their contracts on time," George
Winship complained in January 1876, "We are compelled to postpone grading and
finishing our abutment walls until spring on a number of bridges. In fact there
are but two of our Iron bridges erected in 1875 that is [sic] entirely
completed." 65
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LOWER PLYMOUTH ROCK BRIDGE

Since its formation in 1871, George Winship had not only chaired the bridge
committee for Winneshiek County, he constituted it completely. But with the
duties of being a one-man committee came the inevitable complaints from a
disgruntled constituency. In an 1875 presentation to the board he defended
himself against his critics, saying: "In making contracts and superintending
the bridge work for the past year, I am not aware that I have assumed any
authority not delegated me by the Board. I have endeavored to carry out your
orders to the best of my ability, and although I may have been the most abused
man in Winneshiek County, I am conscious that no duty has been imposed upon me
that is not performed." 66
In April 1876, the board again nominated George Winship to be the bridge
committee, as he had throughout the preceding five years. The pressure and
criticism that had mounted over the preceding years finally overcame his
interest in bridges, however, and this time he refused. "Thanking you for your
preference," he stated, "I, at the same time, positively decline to act as
committee on Bridges, and ask as a personal favor that the motion be withdrawn,
as forcing the office upon me without my consent will involve my resignation." 67
Taken aback, the other board members promptly withdrew the motion and offered
the following extemporaneous resolution:
Resolved, that we express to G.C. Winship our appreciation of his long
and efficient service as bridge committee. The management of the details of our bridge matters by him during his terms of service as such
committee has been marked by prudence, honesty and efficiency, and we
hereby tender him our thanks for such service and express our regret at
his refusal to longer serve in such capacity. 68
In Winship's place, three members of the board - supervisors Brittain, Morton
and Callender - formed the new bridge committee, to serve until the following
January.
Despite his abrupt resignation, Winship remained active in county bridge
matters as a supervisor. In January 1877, he was elected chairman of the
board. With only a $1917.49 balance in the bridge fund, the county began the
new year as it had years past: chronically short of money. Winship directed
the bridge committee in April to build and repair only those bridges that were
absolutely necessary, but "in no case are they to exceed the amount of bridge
revenues for the current year."69 The self-imposed moratorium would not last
long, however, as urgent petitions for road and bridge improvements continued
to come in from around the county. One of these petitions presented that month
was from G.V. Punteney requesting a replacement bridge for the timber
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structure over the Upper Iowa River at Plymouth Rock, in Fremont Township.
Fremont Township forms the northwesternmost division within Winneshiek County.
Covering twenty-eight square miles, the area is characterized by undulating
hills, overlaid with dense hardwood forests, with steeper bluffs found in the
central part. The Upper Iowa River meanders through the center of the
township, as described by a 1905 Atlas of Winneshiek County:
The Upper Iowa River runs southeasterly through the township, entering
near the northwest corner of Section 7, and pursuing a winding course
to the southeast, leaving the township on the south line of Section 35
and returning at near the southeast corner of Section 36. The river is
clear, rapid, and in its winding descent affords numerous favorable
mill sites. The banks are skirted by forests of a great variety of deciduous trees, except here and there where the land has been cleared
for farming purposes. Here and there upon the bluffs on the eastern and
northern side of the stream are clusters and large groves of pine,
spruce and cedar, some of it having been utilized in the early days of
settlement for building purposes. 70
Settlement in Fremont Township coincided with the rest of the county in the
early 1850s. The region's economy was typically based upon subsistence
agriculture. Wheat was the primary cash crop. Throughout much of the 1850s,
the market for the this was McGregor, Iowa, but by the late 1860s two
water-powered mills had been built along the river within the township. One of
these was constructed in 1868 in a nascent settlement called Twin Springs by
S.G. Kendall, an 1860 immigrant to Iowa from Mississippi. The settlement's
name was immediately changed to Kendallville, as Kendall's mill formed the
nucleus for what would become the largest community in the township. The
other mill spawned a settlement which would become known as Plymouth Rock.71
Plymouth Rock was a small crossroads community in the southeast corner of the
township, located along the Upper Iowa River on the road between the larger
towns of Bluff ton and Kendallville. The unincorporated community had begun as
early as 1852, when the river was dammed for a mill site. The following year,
before the land was surveyed for the official section line delineation, Selden
Carter constructed a sawmill along the west bank of the Upper Iowa, alongside
the diversion dam. When Carter's Mill was later closed and dismantled, a flour
mill was erected on the sawmill site by Mattock, Kelly and others. Mattock and
Kelly subsequently sold their interest in the property to the Bean Brothers,
with S.G. Kendall holding partial interest. The Beans operated the mill
profitably for several years before closing in insolvency after the wheat crop
failed in successive seasons. G.V. Punteney acquired the mill and was
operating it successfully in 1877.72
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In September 1855, a small town was platted and several houses built beside the
mill on the relatively level west bank of the river. Fifteen lots laid out
within two elongated blocks initially constituted the settlement. These were
oriented toward two north-south streets named Main and River. East-west Ford
Street formed the southern boundary. In the late 1870s, the population of the
settlement hovered around thirty. During that time a half dozen residences, a
small frame schoolhouse and a general store operated by L. Wanless constituted
Plymouth Rock. The small community was bounded on three sides by a half-mile
bend in the river, and by 1877 the Upper Iowa had been bridged in two locations
near Plymouth Rock along the east-west Kendallville-Bluffton Road. The Upper
Plymouth Rock Bridge crossed the river along about one-half mile west of the
community. The Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge crossed the river on the south side
of town, at the end of Ford Street. As the instigator of the petition for a
new bridge at the Lower Plymouth Rock crossing, Punteney would benefit greatly
by the erection of a substantial new structure at this location.
An important crossing at the northwest corner of the county, the first bridge
over the Upper Iowa at Plymouth Rock had been built as early as 1866. In
January of that year one hundred voters signed a petition asking the county to
appropriate $2,000 for a new bridge. The board responded by laying the matter
over to the next meeting, saying: "In view of the late appropriation for a
bridge near that point [at Kendallville], and the present state of the bridge
fund, we beg leave to refer the petition back to the House, suggesting it might
be well to appoint 1 or 3 members of this Board Commissioners to examine said
location and report at the next meeting of the Board." 75 Apparently the
bridge was completed that year.
The Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge suffered from the same structural drawbacks as
the dozens of other small-span timber bridges in the county: it required
frequent repair to the deck and the substructure to keep it serviceable. In
late 1872, another citizens' petition presented to the board requested that a
replacement bridge be built. The board would commit only to a substructural
renovation of the bridge and directed the bridge committee (George Winship) to
procure materials to build icebreakers on the piers and abutments as soon as
practical. These were installed early the next year, costing $42.10 for timber,
iron, stone and labor. The county made more repairs in 1874. No major repairs
were made to the bridge in 1875 and 1876. Repairs in early 1877 had cost the
county $15.00. 76
By the spring of 1877, the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge had deteriorated to an
unsafe condition. In response to Punteney's urgent petition in April, the
three-man bridge committee inspected it and the Old Mission Bridge over the
Turkey River in Washington Township. Both structures were among the oldest and
most heavily trafficked crossings in the county. Both required either
extensive repair or replacement. The committee opted for the latter, directing
the county clerk to issue advertisements and solicit competitive proposals from
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several regional bridge companies for the two spans. Typically, the clerk
specified only the locations and span length for the proposed structures and
required each individual bridge contractor to provide the design of the
superstructure with its cost proposal. The construction for each bridge would
be let in two separate contracts entailing superstructural and substructural
work. The county's minimal specifications for the Old Mission Bridge called
for a 74-foot span; the Lower Plymouth Bridge would span 130 feet.77
On the afternoon of Thursday, June 15, board chairman George Winship and board
members P. Morton, H. Giesen, T. Callender and O.W. Ellingson met to consider
the plans and specifications submitted by several bridge companies for the two
bridges. Although the men spent the entire afternoon discussing the proposals,
they could not arrive at a decision. The board reconvened the following
morning to review the proposals again. Before noon they had awarded the
construction contracts for the superstructures of the two bridges to the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company, an unsurprising decision in light of the county's
past relationship with the Canton-based bridge fabricator. With bids of
$2600 for the Lower Plymouth Bridge and $1091.50 for Old Mission, the
Wrought Iron regional sales representative had proposed his company's patented
bowstring arch-truss for both spans, similar to those his company had erected
elsewhere in the county. The Old Mission Bridge would be a "Column Iron Arch
Bridge," Wrought Iron's shortest and only pony-type bowstring span
configuration. The Lower Plymouth Bridge would be a "Column, Plate and Channel
Arch Bridge" - Wrought Iron's most commonly fabricated arch type - designed for
spans ranging from 140 to 180 feet. 78
The Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge (Winneshiek County Bridge #154) features
standardized Wrought Iron Bridge Company configuration and detailing, straight
from the company's current book of designs. With a span length of 128 feet
and an overall length of 130 feet, it is subdivided into twelve unequal
panels, ranging in width from 9'8" to 12'6". The roadway width is nominally 16
feet (actually 15'8"), with a vertical roadway clearance of 12'8". The arches
are 17'4" high, from bearing end to midspan. Despite mass production of the
wrought iron components, the bridge contains noticeable variations in panel
width and vertical height dimensions. (See Figure 9).
The most distinctive features of the bridge are its two primary arches. Like
all of Wrought Iron Bridge Company's bowstrings of the 1870s, these employ a
patented, Phoenix built-up construction, composed of several wrought iron
components riveted into an octagonal tube. "The arches of this bridge," the
company stated in its 1874 brochure, "are composed of four column segments and
two channel bars, riveted together with six rows of rivets, and between the
upper and lower halves of the arch at its ends, there are riveted plates of
iron of the full width of the arch."
The corner column segments are made
of 1/4" wrought iron plate, formed into 5-5/8" quarter round sections. The
two 1/4" iron channels measure 3"x 1-3/4". The continuous stiffening diaphragm
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is also made of 1/4" wrought iron plate. With an overall width of 14-1/2" and
a height of 11-5/16", the arch possesses greater lateral than axial strength.
This reveals the Achilles' heel of the bowstring arch-truss: poor lateral
stability of the primary arches, particularly in the outer panels, where struts
cannot be installed. "The great lateral stiffness of the arch will be evident
from examining the cross section," the company stated in its Book of Designs,
"and the addition of the middle plate at the ends of the arches gives just the
proper increase of cross section and lateral stiffness to make the ends of the
arch as stiff as the central portion, which is held against lateral bending by
the overhead lateral trussing." 79
At the four bridge bearing points, the arch ends are fitted to heavy cast iron
skewbacks, similar to those patented in 1872 by William B. Rezner of the
Cleveland-based Ohio Bridge Company (Patent No. 128,509; 2 July 1872, shown in
Figure 10). These skewbacks have curved lower edges which nest on the curved
upper surfaces of cast iron bearing shoes. The shoes are fixed by anchor
bolts to the stone abutments on both sides of the bridge. Expansion and
contraction of the arches is compensated for by the sliding of the curved
skewbacks over the base shoes.

Figure 10

The lower chords of the bridge consist of two parallel, rectangular 6"x 3/4"
bars spaced 2-3/4" apart. These extend continuously through the panel point
connections with the floor beams and verticals (shown in Figure 11). The 25'6"
long bars are spliced in four locations along the bridge's length using riveted
overlaps. The bar ends at the corner bearing shoes have been forged and
threaded to accept a hexagonal end nut. These ends pass through slots in the
arch skewbacks and are bolted to elliptical castings, which slide as the
skewback tilts during expansion and contraction of the arches.
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Two types of vertical suspenders are used on alternating panel points of the
bridge. The first, what Wrought Iron termed an angle crusher, consists of
four 1-1/2"x 1-1/2"x 1/2" angles tied with spacer rivets into a cruciform
shape. The other, a lattice column, consists of two 3-1/2"x 1-3/4"x 1/4"
tee-shapes with 1-1/4"x 1/4" wrought iron webbing riveted between. These
wrought iron tees feature pronounced fillets and small returns on the flanges,
like serifs on a T. Their web has been formed asymmetrically with respect to
the flange, which allows the moment of inertia to coincide with the exact
centerline of the assembled column. This column type is a derivation of a
wrought iron post configuration patented by David Hammond in 1876 (Patent No.
184,521; 21 November 1876). Titled an "Improvement in Wrought Iron Posts,"
Hammond's patent detailed the of the wrought iron asymmetrical tees, which were
to be used in lieu of paired iron angles. 81
Cast iron caps are riveted to both types of verticals to attach them to the
tubular arches. The threaded shaft of each of these caps passes through a
hexagonal nut and a cast iron skewback on the arch bottom, through a hole
drilled in the arch and through another skewback and two more hexagonal nuts on
the upper face of the arch. Similar threaded castings are riveted to the ends
of the tees on the bottoms of the lattice columns. These are bolted to
castings, which in turn are bolted alongside the webs of the floor beams.
An 1874 Wrought Iron Bridge Company brochure described its patented method of
arch bracing:
The Straight Lattice Brace Posts are used in spans of 100 ft. and over,
and are secured to the arches as before shown [using threaded caps
through cast iron skewbacks], while the bolts at their lower end run
through thimbles on the sides of the brace beams, where they are secured
by jam nuts. The brace beams are fastened to the chords by a bolt at
each side passing through a cross plate above the beam, and down between
the chords with washer and nut below, and the Side Tension Rod runs from
a thimble at the end of brace beam across the post to the Top Lattice
Girder, so that the Brace Post acts as a rigid lattice girder between
the brace beam and arch, and also forms a crushing post to act with the
side rods against side motion, both features being patented by us and
used only in our bridges, and forming the most perfect system of side
bracing ever used on an arch bridge. 82
Each 3/4" diameter eyebar diagonal is connected at the lower chords by two
forged straps. These 1" wide iron straps are secured between the bottom of the
lower chord eyebars and the floor beams by bolted cast iron clamps. "As [the
diagonals'] size is such in this length of span," the company stated, "as to
make it impracticable to properly secure them to the chords by a through bolt,
without wasting the chord section, this connection is made by our combined
Wrought Hitch Plate, which consists of a wrought iron plate having its ends
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slotted and turned over, like the ends of a strap hinge." 83 In their upper
connection with the arch, the diagonal braces have been inserted through slots
cut in the arch bottom, passed through cast iron skewbacks on the top surface
of the arch and threaded into hexagonal nuts, like the verticals.

Figure 12

The diagonal ties connect with the upper and lower chords in each
panel, forming the distinctive x-pattern on the web. They span two panels
on either side of midspan and are connected at their centers by forged eyes
sandwiched between octagonal cast iron connector plates. This configuration
and method of connection was protected by a patent granted to Job Abbott and
assigned to the Wrought Iron Bridge Company in 1876 (Patent No.184,490; 21
November 1876, shown in Figure 12). The feature, as Abbott described in his
patent specification, was designed "to obviate the difficulty experienced in
constructing long-span arch-bridges, of getting the diagonal ties to lie at or
near the proper angle, to secure stiffness and economy without making the
panels of too great length, as well as to effect a saving of material by
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reducing the number of posts required."

85

The struts which stiffen the arches overhead were similarly covered by patent
granted in 1876 to David Hammond (Patent No. 184,522; 21 November 1876, shown
in Figure 13). Hammond's patent, titled an "Improvement in Wrought-Iron
Girders," delineated a beam with asymmetrical tees for the upper and lower
flanges and wrought iron webbing between. The struts for the Lower Plymouth
Bridge feature the upper flange tee, but had a more conventional double-angle
lower flange. The struts at most panel points have the height of a single web
intersection. The midspan strut, with greater clearance over the roadway,
features a deeper web. The upper lateral bracing consists of 3/4" diameter
rods, connected with forged eyes to the columns at the outsides and with
threaded ends bolted to a circular connector ring in the centers.

Figure 13
The floor structure of the bridge is, as Wrought Iron emphasized, "wholly of
iron, and entirely independent of all wood work, consisting of rolled I beams
placed at the brace posts, and united by lateral tie rods under the floor, the
whole forming a rigid lateral iron truss extending between the chords the full
length of the bridge, and preventing any lateral motion in the floor or bridge
at chord level." 87 The floor beams are single-piece wrought iron I-beams,
with 3-1/4" flange widths, 6-1/4" overall height and 3/8" flange and web
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thickness. The lower lateral bracing consists of 1" square bars, with forged
eyebar ends bolted to the floor beams.
The Wrought Iron Bridge Company fabricated, shipped and assembled the superstructures for the Old Mission and Lower Plymouth Bridges in 1877. The company
supplied all of the ironwork, including the bearing shoes and floor beams.
Winneshiek County contracted locally for the masonry abutments and for the oak
stringers, mud sills, decking and wearing planks. Masonry work for the two
bridges had begun soon after the letting of the contracts in June. Several
courses of stone were added to the existing abutments of the Old Mission Bridge
to increase the high water clearance beneath the new superstructure (the second
raising of the bridge; the first occurred in 1872). Stonemasons reconstructed
the coursed limestone abutments for the Lower Plymouth Bridge entirely to
accept the new long-span arch-truss. The soil on the east riverbank here
consisted of a stiff yellow clay subsoil with a thick overlayment of black loam
topsoil. On the other side of the river, the soil had a similar structure,
though the topsoil carried slightly more sand and fine gravel. 88 Under these
favorable subsurface conditions, the contractors drove heavy timber piles as
substructure for the stone abutments and wingwalls.
Grading for the Lower Plymouth Bridge was provided by residents on both sides,
and by late autumn the structure was open to regular traffic. In the absence of
evidence otherwise, it is assumed that the construction progressed without
major incident. Total cost of the Old Mission Bridge was $1139.99 - $1091.50
for the iron superstructure and $47.50 for raising the abutment walls. A
longer structure which required a new masonry substructure, the Plymouth Rock
Bridge had cost substantially more. The $4173.56 total construction cost breaks
down as follows: $2600 to the Wrought Iron Bridge Company for fabrication
and installation of the iron superstructure; $1462.50 for the 112.25 cords of
stone and masonry used for the abutment and wingwalls; $81.90 for 2,340 feet
of oak wearing plank; and $29.16 for sawing, boring and hauling bridge
decking. 89
Despite its tentative beginning, 1877 had proved to be an expensive year for
bridge building in Winneshiek County. This was due largely to the high cost of
the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge. In the third and fourth quarters alone, the
board of supervisors had approved warrants for $7,296.14 on bridge construction
and maintenance, comprising almost a third of the total budget.
The Old
Mission Bridge had cost $1139; the Plymouth Rock Bridge, $4173.56. The
Larsen Bridge, a 44-foot timber/iron combination truss on masonry abutments,
was built in Highland Township at a total cost of $1529.59. 90 Additionally,
several small-span timber and stone bridges were erected throughout the county
and existing bridges replanked or reshored. Finally, after five years the pro
rata arch bridge program was substantially completed. 9 '
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BRIDGE BUILDING IN WINNESHIEK COUNTY AFTER 1877

By the end of 1877, with his arch bridge program completed, George Winship had
grown tired of his responsibility as county supervisor. During the 1870s, he
had spent as much as a third of his time supervising bridge construction around
the county and and wished to return to full-time farming. In January 1878, at
the age of 53, he retired from the board of supervisors against the protests of
the other board members. Noting his retirement, the Decorah Republican stated,
"For a number of years he has been the guiding spirit in [the board's]
deliberations, and wielded the most influence."92 The newspaper continued with
an unprecedented testimonial:
In losing his services, the county loses much. Every member who has been
associated with him will testify to the unfailing courtesy, and the rigid integrity which he has given to his duties. If he has made mistakes and we are sure they are but a few - he has been always ready to acknowledge and correct them. At times he has been violently assailed, but he
has always promptly and ably defended himself; and time has proved that
he has served the county wisely, capably and honestly. His most important service has been that of bridge committeeman. It is on this account
he has been most vemently [sic] assailed. Time shows this fact; when he
began his service, there was hardly a decent bridge in the whole county.
The superstructures were rotten, and the abutments flimsy shams. To-day,
the county may well be proud of her numerous iron and stone bridges. We
do not know how many they number, but they can be found all over the
county; and whenever found, a good job is to be seen. This has been accomplished, too, without increasing the tax for bridge purposes, a single mill... Of course, Mr. Winship is to be credited with only a part
of this work. His associates saw and approved his methods, and backed
him in his plans. They have their share of the credit, but they cheerfully accord him with the greatest, as the master spirit. The record of
his work is seen in these enduring works, and we think, that, as he retires from public service, this recognition of his labors are due. 93
Winship's departure from the board immediately precipitated a couple of changes
in the way the county handled bridge matters. The three-man bridge committee,
appointed the year before, was expanded to include the entire board of
supervisors - A.W. Brownell, T. Callender, O.W. Ellingson, P. Morton and B.E.
Jewell. Jewell would chair the committee. Additionally, the board empowered
the county auditor "to issue warrants on the bridge fund in payment for bridge
construction and maintenance on the written order of the chairman of the bridge
committee." 94 This was a responsibility which George Winship had assumed
during his term as the bridge committee.
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It is evident the board intended that bridge building would proceed in 1878 as
it had through the previous year, with most of the effort directed toward
replacement of several of the earliest timber structures by more substantial
iron spans. The first such replacement project was initiated at the first
meeting of the new year, on January 8. That morning the supervisors traveled
northeast of Decorah to ascertain the condition of the existing Freeport Bridge
over the Upper Iowa River. Back in town that afternoon, they directed that
an iron bridge be erected on the site of the existing timber structure "at as
earliest date as consistent." 95 The Wrought Iron Bridge Company erected the
160-foot bowstring arch-truss (Winneshiek County Bridge #69) later that year.
Of the eleven new spans erected by Winneshiek County in 1878, Freeport Bridge
was easily the most costly. Other iron bridges contracted for by the county
commissioners that year were the Iverson Bridge in Canoe Township (33' span;
$705), Pine Creek Bridge in Bluffton Township (35' span; $980.50), Cuppernill
Bridge in Orleans Township (39' span; $705), Snyder Bridge (50' span; $1313.68)
and the Springwater Bridge in Canoe Township (80' span; $1890.05).
Additionally, the county built five small-scale wood bridges, ranging in span
length from 20 to 40 feet and in cost from $331.54 to $563.85. The bridge
expenditure for the second half of 1878 exceeded $14,400, typically
constituting the largest line item in the board of supervisors' budget. 96
Bridge construction dropped precipitously for Winneshiek County in 1879. That
year the supervisors contracted for only one iron structure, the Spillville
Bridge in Calmar Township, a 100-foot bowstring arch-truss.97 By 1880,
Winneshiek County had erected a total of thirty-two iron bridges on the county
roads, sixteen or more stone arch bridges, three Tracy "composition" bridges
(made of iron girders and lower chords, with wooden arches) and numerous
small-scale wooden spans. Remarkably, these had all been built in the nine
years since George Winship had organized the county's bridge program. "The
iron and stone bridges are erected with a view to permanency," the 1880
Winneshiek County Almanac stated. "The abutments for the former are invariably
massive, and the superstructure of superior workmanship."98
Of the stone arch bridges, one, over Trout Run, two miles southeast of Decorah,
was composed of five arches. Two were double arch bridges, the remainder single
arches. The aggregate cost for nine of these structures was $9,230.15. Among
the most expensive iron structures were: the Decorah Bridge (span length
unknown (1874); $7,994.39); the Gillece Bridge in Bluffton Township (104' arch
span (1873-74); $6,961.46); the Drake Bridge in Glenwood Township (130' arch
span (1874); $6,155.61); the Daubersmith Bridge in Lincoln Township (70' and
60' arch spans (1873); $5,621.24); the Freeport Bridge (160' arch span (1878);
$5,549.03); the Upper Plymouth Rock Bridge (130' span (1874); $4,770.77); the
Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge (130' arch span (1877); $4,173.56); the Turkey River
Bridge at Fort Atkinson (84' arch span (1873); $3,101.50); and the Spillville
Bridge (100' arch span (1879); $2868.80). 99
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In 1880, Winneshiek County contracted with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company for
two medium-span iron bridge superstructures. The first, used for the Sawrence
Bridge in Jackson Township, was an 84-foot bowstring arch-truss, erected for a
total cost of $2519.35. The other was a 116-foot-span Pratt through truss
replacement structure for the Bluffton Bridge, placed over the Upper Iowa River
on existing abutments for $2831.23.ioo

Figure 15
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The Bluffton Bridge marked a watershed for bridge building in Winneshiek
County. The county supervisors had contracted with bridge companies during the
1870s for iron trusses, such as the Goddard Bridge in Washington Township or
the the Womeldorf Bridge in Pleasant Township, built by Wrought Iron in 1874
and 1875, respectively.102 These had all been relatively small pony structures,
however - Pratt half-hips and bedsteads - used in short span situations. The
Bluffton Bridge represented the first time that the county purchased a through
truss as an alternative to a medium-span bowstring on a rural crossing: a
marked departure from past practice.
The Bluffton Bridge presaged the building trend in the county for the rest of
the 19th Century. The county continued to erect iron, and later steel, trusses
on its rural roads throughout the 1880s and 1890s, though not in the quantity
that had characterized the decade before. No iron bridge construction was
recorded in Winneshiek County between 1881 and 1883.103 In 1884, the Wrought
Iron Bridge Company erected the Twin Bridge - consisting of two 116-foot Pratt
through trusses identical to the Bluffton Bridge - and a 160 foot iron span at
Childs Ford in Decorah Township.'04 The Kendallville Bridge, a 100-foot iron
span, was erected in 1887, along with 58 and 70-foot iron bridges on Washington
and Water Streets in Decorah. 105 The last iron bridge of the 1880s was a
70-foot structure built over Trout Run in Decorah Township.106
The change in character of Winneshiek County's bridges occurred well within the
mainstream of state and national trends, for after 1880 the bowstring was
specified increasingly less frequently for roadway crossings. The Wrought
Iron Bridge Company, at the forefront of bowstring innovation in the 1870s, was
also at the forefront in the shift toward other structural configurations a
decade later. David Hammond foresaw the decline of the bowstring arch-truss as
a highway bridge type in the mid-1870s, as evidenced in his patent activity of
the time. In an 1874 patent, the inventor offered a single-intersection truss
design as an alternative to the arch, stating: "The straight truss is
simplified and made available for short spans in place of the arch, to which it
is preferred for appearance, and also for the protection which the truss
affords at the sides." Hammond's last patent for a bridge type, granted in
1876, was for a double-intersection through truss. (See Figure 15). 107
Another indication of Hammond's change of design appears in the advertising of
the Wrought Iron Bridge Company. Of the fourteen standard bridge configurations
presented in the company's 1874 "Book of Designs," half were bowstring
variations. The illustration of a bowstring on the cover and the prominent
placement of bowstrings first among the suggested designs indicates the
intensity with which the company promoted this specific bridge type. A similar
illustrated pamphlet (shown in Figure 16) issued by the company in 1885,
however, contained no bowstrings at all among its standardized designs.
Wrought Iron had by then dropped what had once been its mainstay bridge type
completely from its inventory. As this company and others discontinued the
bowstring in its bid offerings, clients were guided toward alternative truss
types.
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Figure 16
The acceptance of wrought iron as a structural material was widespread by this
time, as evidenced by the fronticepiece of Wrought Iron's 1885 pamphlet:
The construction of durable Iron Highway Bridges instead of perishable
wooden structures, securing as it does, an ornamental and permanent improvement to the public highways and avoiding their frequent obstructions
for the repair or rebuilding of wooden bridges, failing from decay,
storm or fire, has become an imperative public want, wherever trial has
been made of properly designed and constructed work.
The only objections to the adoption of Iron Bridges have arisen from
the construction by unscrupulous and inexperienced bridge builders, of
light and inferior work, badly designed and poorly built of inferior material, and there is no case of failure of Iron Bridges which cannot be
clearly shown to have resulted from some of these causes. Iron of poor
quality, and rightly used, has never yet failed to meet all the requirements of a first-class bridge material, but it must be properly used to
give goood results; and on the ground of their extensive experience in
its practical use, and their facilities for ascertaining its quality and
manufacturing it into the strongest designs for work, that this Company
desires to call the attention of the public to its records and facilities. ,09
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By 1880, the Wrought Iron Bridge Company had built more roadway spans than any
other iron bridge fabricator in America, according to one account. The company
had by then erected some 3,300 structures in twenty-five states and Canada,
varying from 20 to 301 feet in length and from 6 to 120 feet in width.110 With
an aggregate length of over thirty-three miles, these included arch, truss,
swing and plate bridges. Around this time, the emphasis for Wrought Iron and for the bridge industry in general - began to shift overwhelmingly toward
the wrought iron truss, particularly the single- and double-intersection Pratt,
for roadway bridge construction. The Pratt was easily produced and economically assembled from prefabricated components, was versatile in its range of span
lengths and live load capacities and offered a degree of lateral stability in
its through configuration that the bowstring could only approximate through a
network of braces, girders and ties. Rapidly gaining in popularity, the Pratt
truss would soon acquire the distinction as America's stan- dard roadway bridge
type of the 1880s and 90s, as the bowstring had been in the 1870s.
The significance of the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge does not lie in its representation of unusual or innovative technology. At the time of its construction
in 1877, it was one of thousands of similar structures erected by the Wrought
Iron Bridge Company. Rather, the Lower Plymouth Bridge is important for its
representation of two national bridge trends: the construction of rural
roadway bridges by county governments and the design and manufacture of wrought
iron bowstring arch-trusses in the 1870s. Winneshiek County's bridge building
program during this decade was representative in the way that bridge funds were
allocated and bridges were purchased. At the same time, it was novel and ambitious, due in large part to George Winship. As one of the last iron bowstrings
contracted for by the county, the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge represents the
culmination of this program and provides an opportunity to document countylevel bridge building in Iowa. Secondly, as a standardized structure manufactured by one of the country's principal 19th Century bridge fabricators, it is
an unaltered example of that company's most advanced medium-span bowstring
design. The Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge affords a degree of documentation for
what was an American standard rural roadway span of the 1870s.
Finally, the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge is intrinsically significant simply for
its existence. Although a great number of bowstring arch-trusses were erected
by Wrought Iron and other bridge fabricators in the 1860s an 70s, few remain
today. Iowa, once one of the Wrought Iron Bridge Company's largest bowstring
customers, is typical of the national attrition. The Iowa Department of
Transportation has identified as few as twenty-four bowstrings remaining in the
state. Five of these are in Winneshiek County. All date from the 1870s. Fewer
yet have retained the degree of contextural and structural integrity as this
bridge. The bridge remains in an essentially rural setting on a farm-to-market
road. Other than the addition of deeper floor beams, replacement of the deck
and minor superstructural repairs, the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge remains in
pristine condition. Too narrow, unable to function under current loading
standards and now closed, it is scheduled for replacement in early 1986.
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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD
FREEPORT BRIDGE

Location:

Spanning the Upper Iowa River on unnumbered Winneshiek
County road, 0.2 mile north of Freeport; NW1/4, NW1/4,
SW1/4, Section 14, Township 98 North, Range 08 West;
Decorah Township, Winneshiek County, Iowa
UTM: 15.601990.4795240

Quadrangle:

Freeport, Iowa (7.5 minute series, 1981)

Date of Construction:

1878

Designer/Fabricator :

Wrought Iron Bridge Company, Canton, Ohio

Present Owner:

Winneshiek County, Iowa

Present Use:

Single-lane roadway bridge

Significance:

The Freeport Bridge is one of the few unaltered examples
remaining of what had once been the standard rural roadway bridge type of the 1870s in America: the bowstring
arch-truss. This patented tubular arch design was
marketed extensively throughout the United States and
Canada by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, one of this
country's most important 19th century iron bridge fabricators. Among the bowstrings currently identified in
America, the Freeport Bridge is second in span length
only to a 183.5' structure in Blue Earth County,
Minnesota (Wrought Iron Bridge Company; 1873).

Report Assembled by:

Clayton B. Fraser
Principal, Fraserdesign
Loveland Colorado
January 1986
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INTRODUCTION

The Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) documentation for the Freeport
and Lower Plymouth Rock Bridges was conducted by Fraserdesign of Loveland,
Colorado, under contract with Winneshiek County, Iowa. Winneshiek County has
proposed the replacement of these two structures: the Lower Plymouth Rock
Bridge (Project No. BROS-9096(8)) in early 1986 and the Freeport Bridge
(Project No. BROS-9096(17)) in early 1987.'
Some sections of the report have been expanded beyond the usual HAER format to
serve specific needs. The coverage of Wrought Iron Bridge Company activities
in Iowa, for instance, has been expanded to help the Iowa Department of
Transportation identify and date similar bridges throughout the s t a t e .
Similarly, Winneshiek County bridge history is discussed in extensive detail to
provide a needed general history for the County Engineer's Office and answer
questions regarding other extant structures in the county. Additionally, the
volume of county records allows an unusual opportunity to provide a thorough
coverage of county bridge building in the 1870s that is representative in the
economics of bridge funding and contracting and novel in its focus upon one man
and two bridge types. The Freeport and Lower Plymouth Rock bridges share many
similarities in that they were funded by the same county, fabricated and
erected by the same bridge manufacturer at about the same time, and using the
same general design. Their detailing, however, differs in significant aspects,
which the evolution of that design illustrate. (For more detailed information
on the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge, refer to HAER No. IA-18).
Field recording of the two bridges was undertaken in November 1985. The
perspective-corrected photographs for both were processed and the three-sheet
set of measured drawings for the Freeport Bridge (reductions of which are
included in Appendix) was completed by year's end. Research and report
preparation were conducted between November 1985 and January 1986, with this
final report being completed in January 1986.
The research for this project has involved a variety of archival sources: the
Winneshiek County Engineer's Office, Winneshiek County Clerk and Recorder,
Luther College Library, Ohio State Historic Preservation Office, Ohio State
University Library, Ohio Historical Society Library and the Denver Public
Library. For their assistance in the research and support for the project, we
would like to thank George Hanzlik, Winneshiek County Engineer; Dr. James
Hippen of Luther College; David Cook of the Iowa Department of Transportation;
David Simmons of the Ohio Historical Society; Eric DeLony of the Historic
American Engineering Record in Washington; Greg Kendrick and Suzanne Evans of
the National Park Service in Denver; and Dennis Gimmestad of the Minnesota
Historical Society.
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EARLY BRIDGE BUILDING IN WINNESHIEK COUNTY

Winneshiek County was formed by an act of the Iowa State Legislature on January
15, 1851. The first settlers had arrived in the region two years earlier and
initial settlements had begun in several of the townships. From a population of
546 in 1850, the county grew dramatically to almost 13,500 in 1860, and
totaled over 23,500 in 1870.' In 1852, Lincoln Township was settled and the
town of Moneek was platted. Decorah and Frankville were surveyed and platted
the following year, and Spillville was begun by the first Bohemian settlers in
the county. Freeport and Calmar were platted in 1854, Ossian and Plymouth Rock
a year l a t e r . 2
As other settlements formed and grew in the county, an
impromptu network of overland roads and trails began to develop to link them,
following the typical pattern of settlement and transportation.
Four rivers drain Winneshiek County. The Upper Iowa is the largest, entering
the county from the northwest corner and meandering across to the eastern edge.
The Turkey River cuts across the southwest corner of the county; the Yellow
rises in the southeast. The Canoe, though termed a river, is little more than
an enlarged stream. Additionally, the county is crisscrossed by a myriad of
creeks, streams, runs, gullies, ravines and washes. Although they are
numerous, none of these watercourses is very wide or deep and none would
present any great technological difficulties in bridging. Nevertheless, they
did impede travel over the region's growing system of wagon roads. Bridged
crossings would be required if settlement was to continue.
Organized road and bridge building was the responsibility of the county
government. The typical method of communication between the citizens and the
elected officials was through road and bridge petitions, which requested
specific construction or improvements. These petitions were considered by the
county supervisors at their regularly scheduled meetings in Decorah, the county
seat. In a sparsely populated region, however, with minimal government
revenues, relatively few vehicular bridges were erected by Winneshiek County in
the 1850s.
Beginning in 1860, county affairs were administered by a board of supervisors,
composed of one member from each township. Ten years later, this board was
replaced with a county commissioner system, with elected representatives, still
termed supervisors, from each of three districts. These first members were
Board Chairman M.S. Drury, G.C. Winship and A. Arneson. In 1872, the county
was reapportioned into five districts, which each elected a representative. 3
The board of supervisors responded to the deluge of urgent bridge construction
petitions in the 1860s by authorizing many small-scale projects, but no
long-span structures. In March 1870, for example, the board appropriated funds
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for several short-span structures around the county: a bridge across a ravine
on a section-line road in Orleans Township ($10); a two-span timber stringer
bridge across a creek in Orleans Township, with stone abutments and a timber
pier ($55); two bridges on a slough in Lincoln Township ($60 for both); another
bridge across a slough in Lincoln Township ($15); two bridges across a creek in
Lincoln Township ($60 for both); a bridge in Madison Township ($25); and four
or five bridges on the Decorah and Burr Springs Road ($75 for all). 4
For a
relatively new county faced with a rapidly increasing number of rural roads and
an acute shortage of funds, the construction of many small timber structures
was the most practical short-term solution. Though inexpensive to build initially, most tended to be structurally suspect and required almost continuous
maintenance to prevent their collapse. Moreover, the wider rivers would require
more substantial crossings in the form of longer-span trusses or arches.
In 1870 the supervisors' primary concern was sheer volume and intensity of the
bridge requests from around the county. The three beleaguered men sought some
relief, if only temporary. On January 5, 1871, the board unanimously adopted
the following resolution:
WHEREAS, The Bridge Fund provided for by the tax levied amounts to only
about $1500 after paying appropriations made; and some reform is therefore necessary in the manner of building and keeping in repair the bridges of the county; and
WHEREAS, The Trustees of the several townships, under provisions of
Sec. 2, of Chapter 100 of the laws of the 12th General Assembly, have the
power to levy taxes for bridge purposes in their respective townships;
therefore,
RESOLVED, That hereafter this Board will not make any appropriations
from the County or Bridge Funds for building or repairing bridges of
less than 30 feet span; and we earnestly recommend that all bridges of
less than 30 feet span are built with good stone arches where stone can
be had at any reasonable prices, believing that such bridges will be
much more substantial and economical; and this Board will in all cases
determine the necessity for the bridge, and the length of span needed
where the span is 30 feet or more; and G.C. Winship is hereby appointed
a committee to receive petitions in vacation and examine and report upon
the necessity and amount of appropriation and length of span needed in
all such cases. 5
The resolution was a rather transparent attempt by the board to shift the
responsibility for bridge building to the individual townships. The supervisors
must have realized that the measure could not be enforced over an extended
period. A dubious piece of legislation at best, the resolution did, however,
contain one kernel of foresight: the appointment of supervisor George Winship
as the one-man bridge committee. It was a decision which would profoundly
effect Winship's life and would have a far-reaching impact on the landscape of
Winneshiek County.
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Though not among the first pioneers to settle in the county, George C. Winship
(1823-1898) was already a long-time resident in the area by 1871. He was born
in Hartford, Connecticut, in August 1823. In September 1855, Winship moved to
Winneshiek County from Ohio with his wife Charlotte and nine-year-old daughter,
Emma. A second daughter, Minnie, was born on his farm six years later. 6
Winship began work in Decorah as a hired journeyman for the town's first
blacksmith and later acquired a 40-acre farm a mile north of town.7 By no means
wealthy, he was nevertheless widely known and respected in the township.8 The
1860 Census estimated the value of his real estate holdings at $5000 and his
personal estate at $1000.9 Ten years later his land had increased in value
to $10,000 and his personal holdings to $1800, a total exceeded by only a dozen
other men in the township.10
A tall, thin man, Winship's stature was erect,
his demeanor stern and forthright, though colored with a wry sense of humor.
He had a rather drawn face with a sharp hawk-like nose, and even late in life
carried a beard and full head of grey hair.
As the representative from the Decorah District, Winship had been one of the
first three supervisors elected when the county adopted the county commissioner
system in 1870."
In the most densely populated township in a county settled
overwhelmingly by people with names such as Oleson, Hanson and Tollefson,
Winship was an anomaly as an elected official in that he did not live in town
and was not Scandinavian. He listed himself as a farmer to the census takers,
and farming was his primary source of income. But his avocation - as the other
supervisors would come to realize - was supervising county capitol improvement
projects, particularly bridge construction.
Following his appointment as bridge committee, Winship began maintaining a
journal, known as the bridge book. In this he recorded and mapped the numerous
citizens' petitions for bridges and posted payments for bridge work.12
The
board had given him sole authority over county bridge matters, stating: "the
bridge committee [is] authorized to draw warrants and to pay for work
contracted for as fast as the work should be accepted by him and to make
contracts for building or repairing bridges that may in his judgement be deemed
indispensible.",3
The first bridge that Winship authorized as bridge committee was Winneshiek
County's largest and most costly bridge to date. Built by local stonemason P.
Gallaher over Trout Run, two miles southeast of Decorah, the masonry structure
consisted of five 12-foot arches supported by 4-1/2 foot solid masonry piers.
It totaled 180 feet in length and 18 feet in width and cost $1596.72.'4 At
the end of the year, Winship contracted for two other substantial masonry
arches. The longer of these was the Bohemian Creek double-arch bridge in Sumner
Township. Composed of almost 70 cords of stone and costing $1,438.27, it
consisted of two 16-foot arches with a total length of 95 feet, including the
wingwalls. Another two-span masonry arch was built over the Yellow River in
Bloomfield Township for a total cost of $1455. ,5
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Winship realized the limitations of masonry arches for crossings requiring long
spans. Nevertheless, he preferred the arch in principle, calling it "the most
handsome and utilitarian of bridges." When he would begin contracting for
medium-span timber structures in 1871, these too would employ the arch. That
year, Winship contracted with Sumner Township contractor Alva Tracy to erect a
bridge over the Turkey River at Spillville for $1752.22. This was paid by
warrants on the bridge fund and the poorhouse fund, "and no pains were spared
to make a No. 1 bridge." ,6
The following year, Tracy erected three bridges:
the Bredeson Bridge over Trout Run in Glenwood Township ($1072.44), the Brandt
Bridge ($1248.08), and Buck's Bridge over the Turkey River in Washington
Township ($2009.46).,7 The combination spans that Tracy built were composed of
timber arches and decks, with iron suspenders and floor structure. ,8
Winship
praised Tracy's invention, saying, "This bridge is built on an entirely
different plan from any other bridge in northern Iowa. It is so strong that
the heaviest loaded teams make no perceptible jar." "
Throughout 1871 and 1872, the supervisors were faced with two interrelated
issues: the poor state of bridge construction in the county and charges from
their constituency of unfair allocation of funds for bridge projects. The
resolution of January 1871 had only exacerbated an already heated situation.
Clearly, a more workable solution was needed. After considering the twin
problems in its September 5, 1872 meeting, the now five-member board adopted
another resolution:
WHEREAS, It is found that citizens of the several townships of the county are unable, for want of means, to build the necessary small bridges
in their townships, and,
WHEREAS, The townships have contributed alike towards the bridge funds
of the county; therefore,
RESOLVED, That this Board will build, in each township, one arch bridge,
of not over 16 feet span, as soon as the state of the funds will permit,
and that the bridge committee is hereby authorized to locate such bridges, and to contract for the building of the same as fast as the same
can be built consistent with the state of the funds.20
It was an imaginative plan, designed to benefit all twenty townships equitably
and set the standard for sound bridge building in the county. Because it
stipulated stone construction for the bridges, the supervisors' program would
benefit local contractors and quarry operators, rather than send the
appropriations to out-of-state bridge companies.21
To fund this ambitious
program, the board engaged in a bit of administrative legerdemain. The county
had traditionally allotted no more than a 3 mill levy for bridge construction
and was unwilling to raise the levy to accommodate the growing need for
upgrading of the roads and bridges. Rather than increase the appropriation for
bridges, the supervisors withdrew money from the poorhouse fund whenever the
cost of bridge projects exceeded the amount budgeted in a particular year.
Good for travelers in Winneshiek County; bad for the indigent.
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Stone suitable for building the arches was readily available throughout the
region. The central part of the county is floored primarily by Trenton
limestone, which gradually changes to galena in the southwest corner. Several
extensive quarries located in the county separated and cut this stone. Near
Decorah, pure high-grade limestone of a light grey color was quarried. Additionally, quarry operators mined sandstone in the eastern part of the county
and magnesia on Canoe Creek six miles north of Decorah. 22 Given the abundance
of materials, the masonry arch seemed a logical and economical choice for
small-scale crossings. By the end of the year, Winship had made arrangements
to construct several masonry arches throughout the county.
More importantly, by the end of 1872, he had begun preparations for the
county's first iron bridges. Winship contracted with local stonemasons for
construction of the stone abutments for three iron bridges: one over the
Turkey River at Fort Atkinson, and two in Lincoln Township near the Daubersmith
Brothers' Mill the Butz Mill west of Ridgeway.23
These latter structures, called the Daubersmith and Butz Bridges, or simply the
Daubersmith Bridge, may have been a single two-span bridge or two single-span
bridges close together; the records are unclear. It was erected in 1873 for a
total cost of $5621.24 - by far the most expensive bridge built in the county.
The structure entailed over 108 cords of stone for the abutments and wingwalls,
38,688 feet of 12"x12" timber for the driven piles and two iron
superstructures - 60 and 70 feet long. 24
For the abutments, Winship contracted with stonemason Peter Reis. Reis first
encountered quicksand on the riverbank, necessitating a change in the foundations. Then he encountered difficulty in procuring suitably sized stone.
Finally, he encountered difficulty in moving the stone across an adjacent
parcel of land. "A gentleman with stubbornness extraordinarily developed,
refused to let us pass across a little corner of his land," Winship told the
board, "although we offered him $50 for the privilege, and agreed to level down
all ruts and sow the track to grass seed... I wish the gentleman well, but I
think he has more than his share of pure mulishness." 25 Before he would accept
the masonry work, Winship exacted a twenty-five year guarantee for the bridge
abutments from the contractor. 26
For the superstructure, Winship followed the typical bridge contract solicitation and award process of the period, which he would also use when contracting
for all subsequent iron spans. He instructed the county clerk to advertise for
competitive bids, giving the span length and location of the proposed bridge.
With their cost proposals, the regional bridge companies were required to
submit design proposals, including plans, specifications and design load
tables. Winship then reviewed the proposals comparatively with the board
of supervisors. Given his propensity for arch bridges, it is not surprising
that he and the supervisors chose a bowstring arch-truss for the Daubersmith
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Bridge. In April 1873, after inspecting an iron arch in adjacent Howard
County, the board instructed Winship to purchase the Wrought Iron Tubular Arch
Bridge, manufactured by the Ohio Bridge Company of Cleveland, Ohio, for this
and two other bridges.27
For some unrecorded reason, he awarded the
superstructure contract to the Wrought Iron Bridge Company of Canton, Ohio.28
The other iron bridge built in 1873, for which foundations had been laid the
year before, was the Fort Atkinson Bridge over the Turkey River. This span was
an 84-foot bowstring arch-truss supported by stone abutments. The total cost
of the bridge was $3,101.50. Like the Daubersmith Bridge, the substructure for
the Fort Atkinson Bridge was built by local contractors. The superstructure was
fabricated and installed by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company under a single
contract with the Daubersmith Bridge.29
Construction of a third iron span, the Gillece [Gilliece; Gillence] Bridge,
in Bluff ton Township was begun late in 1873. By year's end the work was
almost completed. A stonemason named Dwyer built the massive masonry abutments,
which, according to Winship, were "by far the best job of masonry in the
county, so noted by all who have seen it." 30 The abutments and 95-foot wingwalls consumed almost 212 cords of limestone and 17,898 feet of timber and
plank. The 104-foot bowstring superstructure was produced by the Wrought Iron
Bridge Company.31
For all four of Winneshiek County's first iron bridges, George Winship had
contracted with Wrought Iron. The total amount paid by Winneshiek County to
the Canton-based company in 1873 was $7,198.00: far more any previous year's
total expenditure for bridges. 32
In his annual bridge report to the board,
Winship defended the high cost of these first iron bridges, saying, "No money
has been needlessly expended, but unforeseen expenses, to a large amount, have
been incurred. At each of our four iron bridges, where we expected and looked
for rock or hard pan foundations, we struck quagmires of quicksand, which cost
us sixty four thousand, three hundred and thirty eight feet of timber and plank
for foundation, besides the expense incident thereto, for transportation,
framing, sinking, &c, &c." 33
The following year saw five more iron bridges erected in what would prove to be
the most extensive single-year construction program undertaken by the county in
the 1860s, 70s and 80s.
The Goddard Bridge over Plum Creek in Washington
Township was a 34-foot structure costing $1205.51 ($459 of which was paid
for the superstructure). The Stich Bridge in Pleasant Township cost $2236.34
($1080 for the superstructure). The Upper Plymouth Bridge in Fremont
Township was a 130-foot bowstring arch-truss erected over the Upper Iowa River
for $4770.77 ($3570.00 for the superstructure). The Drake Bridge in Glenwood
Township, another 130-foot bowstring over the Upper Iowa, cost $6155.61
($3607.50 for the superstructure). The most expensive among these was the
Decorah Bridge, a medium-span iron structure built for $7994.89 ($3941.50 for
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the superstructure). 3 4 Because of its location within a relatively heavily
trafficked urban area and the requirement for a wide roadway, the supervisors
chose a medium-span through truss for the superstructure, instead of a
bowstring, a bridge type thought more suitable for rural farm-to-market roads.
The Decorah Bridge was manufactured by King and Son of Topeka, Kansas. 3 5 The
others were manufactured by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company.
In the four years since his appointment as bridge committee, George Winship had
accelerated the rate of bridge construction significantly. By the end of 1874,
Winneshiek County had built one five-arch, two double-arch and thirteen singlearch masonry bridges. Additionally, the county had contracted for its first
iron bridges. 3 6 All but one of these nine spans had been fabricated by the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company.

WROUGHT IRON BRIDGE COMPANY

In its extensive dealings with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company, Winneshiek
County was simply following a regional trend. As this county and hundreds of
others in the Midwest contracted with the Ohio-based bridge company in the
1870s, Wrought Iron quickly became one of the largest bridge fabricators in
America. And its president, David Hammond, distinguished himself as one of the
country's most prolific bridge innovators.
Born September 12, 1830, on a farm in Plain Township, Ohio, David A. Hammond
had moved to Canton, Ohio, at the age of eighteen. There he served as an
apprentice carpenter to William Prince, a locally prominent builder. By 1860,
Hammond had formed his own construction company and was building, among other
things, several small-scale timber roadway bridges. With John Laird, owner of
a local foundary, and Washington R. Reeves, a local metal worker, he developed
a combination bridge in which he substituted iron for wood on some of the
tension members and connection details. Hammond patented this design, the
first in what would be a long series of bridge patents issued to him. In 1862,
Hammond was contracted to build an iron bridge over the Middle Branch of
Nimishillen Creek in Canton, for $1200. "It was strictly a wrought-iron
bridge," stated The American Pictorial Monthly, "made out of bars and bolts."
Hammond and Reeves built the 60-foot bridge - their first all-metal span - in
an 18'x 30' blacksmith shop using a one-horse power drill. 3 7
In 1864, Hammond and Reeves formed a partnership to engage in bridge work and
general contracting. That year they jointly patented their first bowstring
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arch-truss design (described in more detail later) and built a small
fabricating plant on the Fort Wayne Railroad near the West Branch
Nimishillen Creek. Not satisfied with the small-scale construction
by his partnership with Reeves, Hammond formed the Wrought Iron
in 1865 and for the next four years operated both bridge companies
same facility. As Wrought Iron increased its construction activity,
cramped facilities suffered under the strain. 38

of
undertaken
Bridge Company
from the
the

In 1870, Hammond and Reeves dissolved their partnership and Reeves returned to
metalworking. Hammond continued to expand his bridge fabrication enterprise.
In January 1871, the Wrought Iron Bridge Company was incorporated with an
initial capitalization of $106,000. 39 The first officers were Hammond, Reeves
and Michael Adler. Later joining Hammond on the board of directors were C.
Aultman, Hiram H. Wise, Alexander Hurford and Job Abbott, a patent attorney
turned bridge engineer. The company built a new fabricating plant at East
Ninth and Saxton Streets, opposite the passenger station of the Fort Wayne
Railroad, increasing his production capacity tremendously. Hammond's success
throughout the 1870s was phenomenal. In 1871, the company sold 100 bridges
worth $200,000. The following year sales had doubled to $400,000, and by 1873
production had increased to a half million dollars. 4 0 By August 1877, the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company employed three hundred men, working around-theclock to produce the 12,000 feet of iron bridges then under contract. 4 1
Like
most bridge fabricators of the time, Wrought Iron cut and assembled the members
for its iron bridges, but did not manufacture the wrought iron. An 1880
account describes the company's operation:
The material they use in construction of bridges is specifically manufactured for them under the most rigid specifications, as to tensile
strength and quality, and is critically tested on its arrival at the
shops. Their bridges are built on scientific principals, approved by
long and thorough experience, and the utmost caution is excercised in
their erection. In all the work they have executed, there has not been a
single case of failure or accident, under protracted usage for road
travel or excessively trying tests. Such an exceptional record is certainly worth of consideration. Their facilities for accurate and reliable
work are unequaled by those of any similar establishment, and enable them
to complete contracts with great dispatch. 42
The Wrought Iron Bridge Company marketed its bridges through the traditional
means of solicitation and advertising. The company opened branch offices in
several midwestern states from which it fielded general agents. Essentially
traveling salesmen, these agents visited with city and county officials in
their territories, explaining the company's bridge designs and presenting
proposals for competitive bid lettings. The company advertised in national and
regional trade periodicals such as Isaac Potter's County Roads (shown in Figure
8). Additionally, it circulated illustrated pamphlets which showed
representative examples of its work. In 1874, Wrought Iron printed its "Book
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of Designs" (shown in Figure 1). This served both as an advertisement for the
company and as a pattern book of standardized bridge designs that the company
manufactured. The fronticepiece of this illustrated pamphlet illustrates the
lingering questions regarding the safety and economy of iron and clearly
demonstrates who the targeted customers were:
To County Commissioners and Others:
The large amount of money annually required for the construction and
maintenance or railroad and highway bridges, calls for the most careful
investigation by all those interested in public economy, as to what
means are necessary to reduce this cost of manufacture, and naturally
leads to inquiries as to whether iron bridge building will contribute
to this result; whether iron bridges have been sufficiently tested to
render their adoption no longer an experiment, but a certain success;
whether cast or wrought iron should be adopted for bridge work; whether
wrought iron, if adopted, will be effected by corrosion or other causes;
what the proper capacity of an iron bridge should be; what are the best
plans for iron bridges, and what is the best mode of obtaining an iron
bridge of proper construction. 43

Figure 1
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As indicated by the Book of Designs, the primary superstructural type marketed
by the Wrought Iron Bridge Company in the 1870s was the bowstring arch-truss
made up of wrought and cast iron components. The bowstring was the most
commonly erected all-metal rural roadway bridge of the 1870s, due in large part
to Wrought Iron and its main competitor, the King Bridge and Manufacturing
Company of Cleveland, Ohio. The first and second largest bridge manufacturers
in the country during the decade, both companies fabricated standardized
versions of their own patented bowstring designs.
By altering the configuration of the primary arches and suspenders on its
bridges, Wrought Iron was able to produce a series of bowstrings covering a
range of span lengths from 50 to 350 feet. The shortest bowstring was what
Wrought Iron termed a Column Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 2). This bridge,
according to the company, "was specially designed for country bridges of
moderate spans, and has proved to be remarkably well adapted to such purpose;
its moderate cost, great strength and stiffness and neat and ornamental
appearance making it much superior to any other arch bridge for short spans." 45
The column arch bridge, intended for spans between 50 and 120 feet, employed a
cylindrical wrought iron arch made up of four flanged quarter round segments
riveted together. It was a pony configuration - Wrought Iron's only pony arch
- with no overhead lateral bracing.
For span lengths ranging from 80 to 140 feet, Wrought Iron designed a Column
and Channel, or Column and Thimble, Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 3). The
primary arches consisted of four riveted quarter round sections, with two
channels inserted on the horizontal axis. "Although designed especially for
large spans," the Book of Designs stated, "we have succeeded in adapting it in
the most perfect manner, as is attested by the very large number of spans
erected by us within the [80-140-foot] limits." 46 By varying the size of the
column and channel members, the company could vary the size of the arches from
8-1/2" to 11-1/2" deep and from 11-1/2" to 15-1/2" wide.
Wrought Iron's Column, Plate and Channel Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 4) was
designed for spans ranging from 140 to 180 feet. The arches were configured
much like the column and channel bridge, with a stiffening wrought iron
diaphragm inserted between the quarter round sections. Intended for the span
range most commonly specified in county bridge construction, the column, plate
and channel arch was Wrought Iron's most popular bridge type.
For longer span bridges, Wrought Iron marketed two other types of bowstrings:
the Column, Plate and Channel Arch Bridge (shown in Figures 5 and 6) and the
Double Column and Channel Arch Bridge (shown in Figure 7). Although outlined
in the Book of Designs, these last two bridge types were rarely erected. The
longest column and channel bridge known to have been constructed was a a
double-265-foot span bridge built ca. 1874 in Foxburg, Pennsylvania. 47 No
double column and channel bridges are known to have been fabricated.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
As the Wrought Iron Bridge Company marketed these bowstring configurations
extensively around the country, other bridge fabricators were also erecting and
patenting their own bowstring bridges. Squire Whipple had patented his "Iron
Bowstring Bridge" in 1841 (Patent No. 2064; 24 April 1841).48 Like most
successful inventions, his bridge design spawned numerous other variations,
most of which deviated from his patent just enough to avoid infringement. Over
the next thirty-five years, dozens of patents were issued for improvements on
Whipple's design. These included such configurations as the triangular wrought
iron tubular arch patented by Cincinnati inventor Thomas Moseley (Patent No.
16,572; 3 February 1857), the square wrought iron tubular arch patented by
Cleveland inventor Zenas King (Patent No. 33,384; 3 February 1861) and the
parallel plate arch patented by Wilmington, Ohio, inventors Johnathan and Zimbi
Wall (Patent No. 148,010; 24 February 1874).49 In his 1874 Book of Designs,
Hammond gives a brief history of the early iron bridge developments:
The building of highway iron bridges, begun by Whipple in 1846-'50, was
carried on to a limited extent until 1861. Moseley [of Moseley and Company,
Cincinnati] patented a wrought-iron arch bridge in 1857, and erected
several spans in 1858 to 1861; King and Frees [later King Iron Bridge
and Manufacturing Company, Cleveland] began building wrought-iron bridges in 1859-'60, and Hammond and Reeves [later, the Wrought Iron Bridge
Company, Canton] began building wrought-iron bridges in 1864-66. Wrought
iron bridge work for highway purposes has made rapid progress from that
date to the present time, almost suppplanting cast iron, as was the case
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with railway bridges, and forcing the public to concede its superiority
over wood or cast iron, whenever they were brought into comparison.
Starting from New York in 1845, iron highway bridges have grown in public favor until they are now found in almost every State in the Union,
and even those States, such as Maine, New Hampshire and Michigan, whose
facilities for building wooden bridges are unrivalled, are abandoning
wooden for iron bridges. 5 0
Most of the bowstring patent activity centered in New York - Whipple's home
state - and Ohio, among whose inventors David Hammond was the most active. In
the 1860s and 1870s, he and his colleagues at Wrought Iron produced more than
sixteen different bridge designs. 51 During this period, they were by far the
most prolific bridge innovators in Ohio, and on a national level were surpassed
by only the venerable Captain James Eads in bridge patents issued. Whipple may
have invented the bowstring, but no other inventor in 19th Century America did
as much as David Hammond to perfect the form.
Hammond's first bridge, patented with Reeves in 1864 (Patent No. 43,202;
21 June 1864), featured an inverted U-shaped arch made up of three flat iron
bars clamped together at regular intervals. 5 2 His second patent, issued in
1866 (Patent No. 56,043; 3 July 1866), showed an arch composed of two I-beams termed double-T irons - covered by an iron plate. "The nature of my invention,"
he stated in the specification, "consists in the novel construction of a
wrought-iron arch of double-T iron and novel clamping pieces, and also in the
combination of a covering piece which excludes moisture, and also serves to
prevent any lateral movement of the arch... whereby I obtain an arch of great
strength and simplicity with a comparatively small weight and cost of
construction." 5 3 The accompanying drawing shows a pony configuration, with
suspenders improbably oriented perpendicular to the arch, rather than vertical.
The arch was evidently intended only for short-span roadway applications.
Hammond continued to refine his arch designs and filed revised specifications
and drawings for both with the patent office in 1867 and 1869. 5 4
In 1869, he patented yet another arch design (Patent No. 86,538; 2 February
1869), presented as an improvement to his 1864 patent, "said improvements
consisting, first, in the use of channel or L-iron for the arch-pieces, in the
place of the plate-iron there shown, by the use of which we are enabled to
firmly rivet the arch-pieces and covering piece together, instead of depending
wholly on the clamping-bolts, clamping-pieces and suspension-rods and bracing
for the binding of said pieces together, as is the case in our previous patent,
whereby we greatly increase the resistance of our arch to any horizontal
deflection, and thus greatly increase its strength." 5 5
With each patent application, Hammond refined his bowstring design. His fourth
bridge patent, issued in April 1870, delineated for the first time the tubular
arch configuration which would later become the trademark for the Wrought Iron
Bridge Company. In this patent (Patent No. 102,392; 26 April 1870), Hammond
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described three Phoenix-tube wrought iron arches roughly equivalent to his
later column arch, column and channel arch and column, plate and channel arch.
The result, Hammond asserted in the specification was "a tubular arch of great
strength and stiffness, which admits of a very economical distribution and
proportion of material to any required case of construction." 56
Clumsy though it looked, this was the direct predecessor to Hammond's fifth and
final arch bridge patent. Issued in February 1873, this patent (Patent No.
135,802; 11 February 1873) was the basis upon which the Wrought Iron Bridge
Company fabricated thousands of bowstring bridges across North America in the
1870s. The specifications described a series of bowstring arch-truss designs
which used Phoenix tubes for the primary arches. Although his preceding patent
specifications and accompanying illustrations were relatively brief, Hammond
describes in lengthy and painstaking detail every aspect of this series of
bridges. Significantly, this patent was the first to delineate an extremely
long-span (up to 350 feet) bowstring through design.
One particular technological issue that Hammond and the others sought to
address with their patents was the inherent lateral instability of the
bowstring arch-truss. "It is well known to bridge constructors," Hammond
stated in 1873, "that the principal defect in the practical working of
bow-string girders as heretofore constructed, especially in long spans, has
been their want of stiffness to resist the action of a rolling load." 57 Live
loads placed on the bridge deck are transferred to the floor beams and then to
the verticals, which are suspended from the primary arches. The tensile force
of the suspenders tends twist the compression arches sideways, especially if
the load is applied with any eccentricity from the neutral axis of the arch.
This is countered in most arch patents by the installation of overhead struts
to tie the two primary arches together and make a rigid structure. The arch's
curved configuration, however, makes placement of these struts impossible in
the outer panels, necessitating an extremely rigid arch construction to
overcome the twisting action. For all but his short-span arches, Hammond
specified tubular arches that were stronger laterally than they were axially.
For his longest spans (between 220 and 360 feet), he actually doubled the tubes
and connected them with a continuous solid web to create an immensely rigid
frame. 58
The counties and municipalities of Iowa were among the best customers of the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company. The period of extensive rural road and bridge
construction in the state during the 1870s coincided with Wrought Iron's
ascendance in the industry, combining to create a booming market for the bridge
company's regional sales representatives. Winneshiek County's almost exclusive
relationship with Wrought Iron may have been an extreme case. (Other bridge
companies such as the King Iron Bridge Company of Cleveland also marketed
heavily in eastern Iowa during this period, and bridge superstructure contracts
were let primarily on the basis of cost, not company.) Nevertheless, the
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Wrought Iron Bridge Company was extremely active in the region. In 1874,
Wrought Iron listed several of its recently erected bowstrings in Iowa.
Winneshiek County bridges are indicated by an asterisk:
Sidney
85-foot
Shenandoah
42-foot
Hall's Mill
90-foot
Columbus Junction
95-foot
Watson's Ford
75-foot
*Fort Atkinson
84-foot
Ridgeway
70-foot
Red Oak Junction
100-foot
Orford
113-foot
Chelsea
140-foot
Quasketon
125-foot
Fairbanks
145-foot
Nora Springs
120,125-foot
Independence
(2)145-foot
Cedar Falls
(3)115-foot
Keosauqua
(4)151-foot
Cedar Rapids
(6)120-foot
Matsell's Ford
140-foot
*Decorah (Gillece) 104-foot
Nora Springs
115-foot
Springville
153-foot
Palo
85-foot
Marshall town
100-foot
*Decorah (Plymouth) 130-foot
*Decorah (Drake)
130-foot

span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;
span;

12-foot
12-foot
16-foot
16-foot
12-foot
16-foot
16-foot
18-foot
14-foot
14-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
18-foot
16-foot
16-foot
18-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
15-foot
17-foot

roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway

Column Arch
"
"
"
"
"
"
Column and Channel Arch
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
59

In 1877, the company built a six-span iron bridge, with a total length of 960
feet, at Columbus Junction in Louisa County. This was Iowa's longest highway
bridge to date. 60 As Winneshiek and other counties continued to purchase arch
and truss superstructures from Wrought Iron, the aggregate length of the firm's
spans in the state accumulated. By 1885, David Hammond's company had installed
21,600 feet of bridges in Iowa: almost equaling the total output by the company
across the country in its first nine years. Only N e w York, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois had purchased more structures from Wrought Iron. 61
That year, David Hammond's bridges could be found in 41 of the state's 99
counties. 62 Although these were distributed in all areas of Iowa except the
northwest corner, Wrought Iron's strength clearly lay in the eastern part of
the state. Over 7 0 % of the counties in which Wrought Iron's bridges had been
installed were east of Des Moines, and almost 6 0 % were east of Waterloo. One
particular stronghold for the company was the northeast tier of counties.
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Winneshiek, Howard, Chickasaw, Floyd, Mitchell, Fayette, Clayton, Buchanon,
Delaware and Dubuque Counties had all bought bridge superstructures from
Wrought Iron in the 1870s and 80s. Allamakee County remained the only holdout.63
Iowa's list of Wrought Iron's bridges in 1885 included the following structures
(Winneshiek County bridges indicated by an asterisk):
Shell Rock, Butler County
(3) 85-foot
Mitchell, Mitchell County
(2)128-foot
Osage, Mitchell County
(2)240-foot
*Decorah, Winneshiek County (Twin)
(2)116-foot
Black Hawk County
(3)150-foot
Center Grove, Dubuque County
96-foot
Waterloo, Black Hawk County
155-foot
*Decorah, Winneshiek County (Bluffton) 116-foot
Webster City, Hamilton County
150-foot
Palo, Linn County
(2)165-foot
Paris, Linn County
160-foot
Ivanhoe, Linn County
(2)130-foot
Stone City, Jones County
115, 117-foot
Rochester, Cedar County
(4)151-foot
Pine Mills, Muscatine County
96-foot
Jackson, Adair County
84-foot
Rockford, Floyd County
260-foot
Fremont County
102-foot

spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
spans;
span;
span;
span;
span;
spans;
span;
spans;
spans;
spans;
span;
span;
span;
span;

17-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
16-foot
14-foot

roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway
roadway 64

Despite its frequent expansion of facilities, Wrought Iron's tremendous
workload in the mid-1870s caused the company occasionally to fall behind on its
fabrication schedule. This in turn created problems for the customers as
contracted bridges waited for completion. Winneshiek County experienced such
delivery problems with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company in 1875. "Owing to the
failure of the Iron Bridge Co's. in fulfilling their contracts on time," George
Winship complained in January 1876, "We are compelled to postpone grading and
finishing our abutment walls until spring on a number of bridges. In fact there
are but two of our Iron bridges erected in 1875 that is [sic] entirely
completed." 65
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FREEPORT BRIDGE

Since its formation in 1871, George Winship had not only chaired the bridge
committee for Winneshiek County, he constituted it completely. But with the
duties of being a one-man committee came the inevitable complaints from a
disgruntled constituency. In an 1875 presentation to the board he defended
himself against his critics, saying: "In making contracts and superintending
the bridge work for the past year, I am not aware that I have assumed any
authority not delegated me by the Board. I have endeavored to carry out your
orders to the best of my ability, and although I may have been the most abused
man in Winneshiek County, I am conscious that no duty has been imposed upon me
that is not performed." 6 6
In April 1876, the board again nominated George Winship to be the bridge
committee, as he had throughout the preceding five years. The pressure and
criticism that had mounted over the preceding years finally overcame his
interest in bridges, however, and this time he refused. "Thanking you for your
preference," he stated, "I, at the same time, positively decline to act as
committee on Bridges, and ask as a personal favor that the motion be withdrawn,
as forcing the office upon me without my consent will involve my resignation." 6 7
Taken aback, the other board members promptly withdrew the motion and offered
the following extemporaneous resolution:
Resolved, that we express to G.C. Winship our appreciation of his long
and efficient service as bridge committee. The management of the details of our bridge matters by him during his terms of service as such
committee has been marked by prudence, honesty and efficiency, and we
hereby tender him our thanks for such service and express our regret at
his refusal to longer serve in such capacity. 68
In Winship's place, three members of the board - supervisors Brittain, Morton
and Callender - formed the new bridge committee, to serve until the following
January.
Despite his abrupt resignation, Winship remained active in county bridge
matters as a supervisor. In January 1877, he was elected chairman of the
board. With only a $1917.49 balance in the bridge fund, the county began the
new year as it had years past: chronically short of money. Winship directed
the bridge committee in April to build and repair only those bridges that were
absolutely necessary, but "in no case are they to exceed the amount of bridge
revenues for the current year." 69 The self-imposed moratorium would not last
long, however, as urgent petitions for road and bridge improvements continued
to come in from around the county. One of these petitions presented that month
was from G.V. Punteney requesting a replacement bridge for the timber
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structure over the Upper Iowa River at Plymouth Rock, in Fremont Township.
An imporatant crossing in the borthwest corner of the county, the original
Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge had deteriorated to an unsafe condition by the
spring of 1877. This structure and the Old Mission Bridge over the Turkey
River in Washington Township required either extensive repair or replacement.
The committee opted for the latter, directing the county clerk to issue
advertisements and solicit competitive proposals from several regional bridge
companies for the two spans. Typically, the clerk specified only the locations
and span length for the proposed structures and required each individual bridge
contractor to provide the design of the superstructure with its cost proposal.
The construction for each bridge would be let in two separate contracts
entailing superstructural and substructural work. The county's minimal
specifications for the Old Mission Bridge called for a 74-foot span; the Lower
Plymouth Bridge would span 130 feet. 7 0
On the afternoon of Thursday, June 15, board chairman George Winship and board
members P. Morton, H. Giesen, T. Callender and O.W. Ellingson met to consider
the plans and specifications submitted by several bridge companies for the two
bridges. Although the men spent the entire afternoon discussing the proposals,
they could not arrive at a decision. The board reconvened the following
morning to review the proposals again. Before noon they had awarded the
construction contracts for the superstructures of the two bridges to the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company, an unsurprising decision in light of the county's
past relationship with the Canton-based bridge fabricator. With bids of
$2600 for the Lower Plymouth Bridge and $1091.50 for Old Mission, the
Wrought Iron regional sales representative had proposed his company's patented
bowstring arch-truss for both spans, similar to those his company had erected
elsewhere in the county. The Old Mission Bridge was a "Column Iron Arch
Bridge," Wrought Iron's shortest and only pony-type bowstring span
configuration. The Lower Plymouth Bridge was a "Column, Plate and Channel Arch
Bridge" - Wrought Iron's most commonly fabricated arch type - designed for
spans ranging from 140 to 180 feet. Both spans were completed that year. 71
Despite its tentative beginning, 1877 had proved to be an expensive year for
bridge building in Winneshiek County. This was due largely to the high cost of
the Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge. In the third and fourth quarters alone, the
board of supervisors had approved warrants for $7,296.14 on bridge construction
and maintenance, comprising almost a third of the total budget. 72 The Old
Mission Bridge had cost $1139; the Plymouth Rock Bridge, $4173.56. The Larsen
Bridge, a 44-foot timber/iron combination truss on masonry abutments, was built
in Highland Township at a total cost of $1529.59. 73 Additionally, several
small-span timber and stone bridges were erected throughout the county and
existing bridges replanked or reshored. Finally, after five years the pro rata
arch bridge program was substantially completed. 7 4
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By the end of 1877, with his arch bridge program completed, George Winship had
grown tired of his responsibility as county supervisor. During the 1870s, he
had spent as much as a third of his time supervising bridge construction around
the county and and wished to return to full-time farming. In January 1878, at
the age of 53, he retired from the board of supervisors against the protests of
the other board members. Noting his retirement, the Decorah Republican stated,
"For a number of years he has been the guiding spirit in [the board's]
deliberations, and wielded the most influence." 75 The newspaper continued with
an unprecedented testimonial:
In losing his services, the county loses much. Every member who has been
associated with him will testify to the unfailing courtesy, and the rigid integrity which he has given to his duties. If he has made mistakes and we are sure they are but a few - he has been always ready to acknowledge and correct them. At times he has been violently assailed, but he
has always promptly and ably defended himself; and time has proved that
he has served the county wisely, capably and honestly. His most important service has been that of bridge committeeman. It is on this account
he has been most vemently [sic] assailed. Time shows this fact; when he
began his service, there was hardly a decent bridge in the whole county.
The superstructures were rotten, and the abutments flimsy shams. To-day,
the county may well be proud of her numerous iron and stone bridges. We
do not know how many they number, but they can be found all over the
county; and whenever found, a good job is to be seen. This has been a c complished, too, without increasing the tax for bridge purposes, a single mill... Of course, Mr. Winship is to be credited with only a part
of this work. His associates saw and approved his methods, and backed
him in his plans. They have their share of the credit, but they cheerfully accord him with the greatest, as the master spirit. The record of
his work is seen in these enduring works, and we think, that, as he r e tires from public service, this recognition of his labors are due. 7 6
Winship's departure from the board immediately precipitated a couple of changes
in the way the county handled bridge matters. The three-man bridge committee,
appointed the year before, was expanded to include the entire board of
supervisors - A.W. Brownell, T. Callender, O.W. Ellingson, P. Morton and B.E.
Jewell. Jewell would chair the committee. Additionally, the board empowered
the county auditor "to issue warrants on the bridge fund in payment for bridge
construction and maintenance on the written order of the chairman of the bridge
committee." 7 7 This was a responsibility which George Winship had assumed
during his term as the bridge committee.
It is evident the board intended that bridge building would proceed in 1878 as
it had through the previous year, with most of the effort directed toward
replacement of several of the earliest timber structures by more substantial
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iron spans. The first such replacement project was initiated at the first
meeting of the new year, on January 8. That morning the supervisors traveled
northeast of Decorah to ascertain the condition of the existing Freeport Bridge
over the Upper Iowa River. Back in town that afternoon, they directed that
an iron bridge be erected on the site of the existing timber structure "at as
earliest date as consistent." 78
Located on the south bank of the Upper Iowa River in Decorah Township, Freeport
was one of Winneshiek County's oldest settlements. The town was platted in May
1854 using a traditional grid system. The original settlement consisted of nine
blocks oriented toward east-west Broadway, Fannon and Main Streets. 79
Though one of the more prosperous towns in Winneshiek County in the early
1850s, Freeport suffered in comparison with its close neighbor, Decorah,
located two miles west. In 1856, the citizens of then-thriving Freeport
circulated a petition to move the county seat from Decorah to Freeport.
Although intense, the competition between the two towns was short-lived, and
Decorah retained the county seat designation. Freeport's fate was sealed when
Decorah was named the site of the U.S. land office. When the bid for the
county seat failed, most of Freeport's businesses moved to Decorah. The
promising little town then reverted to an inactive little village. Throughout
the 1870s the population remained around 150, many of which were associated
with the county poorhouse and farm. Commerce was conducted in a single general
store. 80
As the link between Decorah and the farms in the northeast section of the
township, the crossing of the Upper Iowa River at Freeport was important to the
outlying region as a farm-to-market route. The bridge over the river a quarter
mile north of town was one of the oldest in Winneshiek County. The first
bridge at the site was built in the late 1850s and was probably a multi-span
timber pile structure. On March 20, 1865, that bridge was washed away during
spring flooding. 81 The county supervisors replaced it in-kind, and by the late
1870s, after numerous attempts to repair the structure and its supports, the
bridge had reached the point of replacement.
The board of supervisors solicited competitive proposals for the new Freeport
Bridge from the regional bridge companies in February, 1878. Later that month,
they awarded the construction contract for the 160-foot superstructure to the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company. As had been the case with the Lower Plymouth Rock
Bridge, the stone abutments were reconstructed entirely to carry the new
long-span structure. By June 1, no warrants had been drawn on the bridge fund
for the Freeport construction, indicating that the work had been delayed for
some reason. No details of the erection of the Freeport Bridge have been
found, but records indicate that it had been completed and put into service by
the end of the year. The total cost for the new bridge superstructure and
abutments was $5549.03. An additional $41.99 was spent on bolts, nails, etc. 8 2
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With a span length of 160 feet, the Freeport Bridge (Winneshiek County
Structure #69) was the longest roadway bridge built to date in Winneshiek
County. Like the earlier bowstrings erected for the county, its design
features standardized Wrought Iron Bridge Company configuration and detailing,
straight from the company's current book of designs. The bowstring through
arch-truss is subdivided into twelve panels - 13 feet wide in the four central
panels and 13'6" wide at the ends. (See measured drawings of bridge in
Appendix). The bridge is constructed with a 16-foot roadway width and a 15-foot
minimum roadway clearance height beneath the outermost struts. The overall
height of the structure at midspan slightly exceeds 22'5"; the overall width to
the outside surfaces of the primary arches, 18'7". Typically, the flooring
originally consisted of oak wearing planks nailed to timber stringers, which,
in turn, were laid over the iron floor beams. (In 1977, the plank decking was
removed and replaced with asphalt paved over Armco corrugated steel decking.)
The substructure, built under separate contract by local stonemasons, consists
of driven timber piles, with coursed limestone abutments and wingwalls. These
have been laid with pockets for the bearing shoes and a ledge for the mud sill.
The cast iron builder's plates mounted on the portal struts read:
WROUGHT IRON BRIDGE COMPANY
BUILDERS CANTON OHIO
PAT. APR. 26, 1870 & FEB. 11, 1873.
The most distinctive features of the bridge are its two primary arches. Like
all of Wrought Iron Bridge Company's bowstrings of the 1870s, these employ a
patented, Phoenix built-up construction, composed of several wrought iron
components riveted into an octagonal tube. "The arches of this bridge," the
company stated in its 1874 brochure, "are composed of four column segments and
two channel bars, riveted together with six rows of rivets, and between the
upper and lower halves of the arch at its ends, there are riveted plates of
iron of the full width of the arch." 8 3 The corner column segments are made
of 1/4" wrought iron plate, formed into 5-5/8" quarter round sections. The
two 1/4" iron channels measure 4"x 1-3/4". The continuous stiffening diaphragm
is also made of 1/4" wrought iron plate. With an overall width of 15-1/2" and
a height of 11-5/16", the arch possesses greater lateral than axial strength.
This reveals the Achilles' heel of the bowstring arch-truss: poor lateral
stability of the primary arches, particularly in the outer panels, where struts
cannot be installed. "The great lateral stiffness of the arch will be evident
from examining the cross section," the company stated in its Book of Designs,
"and the addition of the middle plate at the ends of the arches gives just the
proper increase of cross section and lateral stiffness to make the ends of the
arch as stiff as the central portion, which is held against lateral bending by
the overhead lateral trussing." 84
At the four bridge bearing points, the arch ends are fitted to heavy cast iron
skewbacks, similar to those patented in 1872 by William B. Rezner of the
Cleveland-based Ohio Bridge Company (Patent No. 128,509; 2 July 1872, shown in
Figure 9). These skewbacks have curved lower edges which nest on the curved
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upper surfaces of cast iron bearing shoes. The shoes are fixed by anchor
bolts to the stone abutments on both sides of the bridge. Expansion and
contraction of the arches is compensated for by the sliding of the curved
skewbacks over the base shoes.

Figure 9

The lower chords of the bridge consist of two parallel, rectangular 1"x 4" bars
spaced 1-1/2" apart. These extend continuously through the panel point
connections with the floor beams and verticals. The bars are spliced in four
locations along the bridge's length using eyebar connections. The bar ends are
forged into large eyes: a single eye on one and a double eye on its mate. The
bar ends at the corner bearing shoes have been forged and threaded to accept a
hexagonal end nut. These ends pass through slots in the arch skewbacks and are
bolted to elliptical castings, which slide as the skewback tilts during
expansion and contraction of the arches.
Two types of vertical suspenders are used on alternating panel points of the
bridge. The first, what Wrought Iron termed an angle crusher, consists of
four 1-1/2"x 1-1/2"x 1/2" angles tied with spacer rivets into a cruciform
shape. The other, a lattice column, consists of two 3-l/2"x l-3/4"x 1/4"
tee-shapes with l-l/4"x 1/4" wrought iron webbing riveted between. These
wrought iron tees feature pronounced fillets and small returns on the flanges,
like serifs on a T. Their web has been formed asymmetrically with respect to
the flange, which allows the moment of inertia to coincide with the exact
centerline of the assembled column. This column type is a derivation of a
wrought iron post configuration patented by David Hammond in 1876 (Patent No.
184,521; 21 November 1876). Titled an "Improvement in Wrought Iron Posts,"
Hammond's patent detailed the of the wrought iron asymmetrical tees, which were
to be used in lieu of paired iron angles. 86
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Cast iron caps are riveted to both types of verticals to attach them to the
tubular arches. The threaded shaft of each of these caps passes through a
hexagonal nut and a cast iron skewback on the arch bottom, through a hole
drilled in the arch and through another skewback and two more hexagonal nuts on
the upper face of the arch (shown in Figure 10). Similar threaded castings are
riveted to the ends of the tees on the bottoms of the lattice columns. These
are bolted to castings, which in turn are bolted alongside the webs of the
floor beams.

Figure 10
An 1874 Wrought Iron Bridge Company brochure described its patented method of
arch bracing:
The Straight Lattice Brace Posts are used in spans of 100 ft. and over,
and are secured to the arches as before shown [using threaded caps
through cast iron skewbacks], while the bolts at their lower end run
through thimbles on the sides of the brace beams, where they are secured
by jam nuts. The brace beams are fastened to the chords by a bolt at
each side passing through a cross plate above the beam, and down between
the chords with washer and nut below, and the Side Tension Rod runs from
a thimble at the end of brace beam across the post to the Top Lattice
Girder, so that the Brace Post acts as a rigid lattice girder between
the brace beam and arch, and also forms a crushing post to act with the
side rods against side motion, both features being patented by us and
used only in our bridges, and forming the most perfect system of side
bracing ever used on an arch bridge. 88
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Each 3/4" diameter eyebar diagonal is connected at the lower chords by two
forged straps. These 1" wide iron straps are secured between the bottom of the
lower chord eyebars and the floor beams by bolted cast iron clamps. "As [the
diagonals'] size is such in this length of span," the company stated, "as to
make it impracticable to properly secure them to the chords by a through bolt,
without wasting the chord section, this connection is made by our combined
Wrought Hitch Plate, which consists of a wrought iron plate having its ends
slotted and turned over, like the ends of a strap hinge." 89 In their upper
connection with the arch, the diagonal braces have been inserted through slots
cut in the arch bottom, passed through cast iron skewbacks on the top surface
of the arch and threaded into hexagonal nuts, like the verticals.

Figure 11
The diagonal ties connect with the upper and lower chords in each panel,
forming the distinctive x-pattern on the web. They span two panels on either
side of midspan and are connected at their centers by forged eyes sandwiched
between octagonal cast iron connector plates. This configuration and method of
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connection was protected by a patent granted to Job Abbott and assigned to the
Wrought Iron Bridge Company in 1876 (Patent No.184,490; 21 November 1876, shown
in Figure 11). The feature, as Abbott described in his patent specification,
was designed "to obviate the difficulty experienced in constructing long-span
arch-bridges, of getting the diagonal ties to lie at or near the proper angle,
to secure stiffness and economy without making the panels of too great length,
as well as to effect a saving of material by reducing the number of posts
required." 91
The struts which stiffen the arches overhead were similarly covered by patent
granted in 1876 to David Hammond (Patent No. 184,522; 21 November 1876, shown
in Figure 12). Hammond's patent, titled an "Improvement in Wrought-Iron
Girders," delineated a beam with asymmetrical tees for the upper and lower
flanges and wrought iron webbing between. The struts for the Lower Plymouth
Bridge feature the upper flange tee, but had a more conventional double-angle
lower flange. The struts at most panel points have the height of a single web
intersection. The midspan strut, with greater clearance over the roadway,
features a deeper web. The upper lateral bracing consists of 3/4" diameter
rods, connected with forged eyes to the columns at the ends.

Figure 12
The floor structure of the bridge is, as Wrought Iron emphasized, "wholly of
iron, and entirely independent of all wood work... the whole framing a rigid"
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lateral iron truss extending between the chords the full length of the bridge,
and preventing any lateral motion in the floor or bridge at chord level." 93
The floor beams for the Freeport Bridge are far heavier than those of the Lower
Plymouth Rock Bridge, indicating a significant increase in the live loads for
which the Wrought Iron Bridge Company was designing. While the earlier bridge
uses rolled I floor beams, the Freeport Bridge uses deeper plate girders.
These taper from a depth of 7" at the ends to a maximum midspan depth of
17-5/8". Each girder is composed of Wrought Iron's distinctive 5" x 2-1/2" x
1/4" asymmetrical tee for the top flange, paired 1-3/4" x 1-3/4" x 1/4" angles
for the bottom, and a web of 1/4" plate iron. Angle web stiffeners have been
riveted to the plate on alternating sides over the length of the beam, and
additional reinforcing plates have been attached at midspan and on the beam
ends. A decorative cast iron plate is bolted to the end of the beam. A
significant difference in the floor structures of the two bridges lies in the
position of the floor beams in relation to the lower chords. The lower chords
on the Lower Plymouth Bridge are clamped to the bottoms of the floor beams
using iron castings. On Freeport, the eyebars rest on top of the floor beams,
held in place by 1" square strap hangers looped over iron castings on top and
passed through tapered shims and an iron bolt plate beneath.
Of the eleven new spans erected by Winneshiek County in 1878, the Freeport
Bridge was easily the most costly. Other iron bridges contracted for by the
county commissioners that year were the Iverson Bridge in Canoe Township (33'
span; $705), Pine Creek Bridge in Bluffton Township (35' span; $980.50),
Cuppernill Bridge in Orleans Township (39' span; $705), Snyder Bridge (50'
span; $1313.68) and the Springwater Bridge in Canoe Township (80' span;
$1890.05). Additionally, the county built five small-scale wood bridges,
ranging in span length from 20 to 40 feet and in cost from $331.54 to $563.85.
The bridge expenditure for the second half of 1878 exceeded $14,400, typically
constituting the largest line item in the board of supervisors' budget. 94

BRIDGE BUILDING IN WINNESHIEK COUNTY AFTER 1878
Bridge construction dropped precipitously for Winneshiek County in 1879. That
year the supervisors contracted for only one iron structure, the Spillville
Bridge in Calmar Township, a 100-foot bowstring arch-truss. By 1880,
Winneshiek County had erected a total of thirty-two iron bridges on the county
roads, sixteen or more stone arch bridges, three Tracy "composition" bridges
(made of iron girders and lower chords, with wooden arches) and numerous
small-scale wooden spans. Remarkably, these had all been built in the nine
years since George Winship had organized the county's bridge program. "The
iron and stone bridges are erected with a view to permanency," the 1880
Winneshiek County Almanac stated. "The abutments for the former are invariably
massive, and the superstructure of superior workmanship." 95
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Of the stone arch bridges, one, over Trout Run, two miles southeast of Decorah,
was composed of five arches. Two were double arch bridges, the remainder single
arches. The aggregate cost for nine of these structures was $9,230.15. Among
the most expensive iron structures were: the Decorah Bridge (span length
unknown (1874); $7,994.39); the Gillece Bridge in Bluffton Township (104' arch
span (1873-74); $6,961.46); the Drake Bridge in Glenwood Township (130' arch
span (1874); $6,155.61); the Daubersmith Bridge in Lincoln Township (70' and
60' arch spans (1873); $5,621.24); the Freeport Bridge (160' arch span (1878);
$5,549.03); the Upper Plymouth Rock Bridge (130' span (1874); $4,770.77); the
Lower Plymouth Rock Bridge (130' arch span (1877); $4,173.56); the Turkey River
Bridge at Fort Atkinson (84' arch span (1873); $3,101.50); and the Spillville
Bridge (100 ! arch span (1879); $2868.80). 9 6
In 1880, Winneshiek County contracted with the Wrought Iron Bridge Company for
two medium-span iron bridge superstructures. The first, used for the Sawrence
Bridge in Jackson Township, was an 84-foot bowstring arch-truss, erected for a
total cost of $2519.35. The other was a 116-foot-span Pratt through truss
replacement structure for the Bluffton Bridge, placed over the Upper Iowa River
on existing abutments for $2831.23. 97
The Bluffton Bridge marked a watershed for bridge building in Winneshiek
County. The county supervisors had contracted with bridge companies during the
1870s for iron trusses, such as the Goddard Bridge in Washington Township or
the the Womeldorf Bridge in Pleasant Township, built by Wrought Iron in 1874
and 1875, respectively. 9 8 These had all been relatively small pony structures,
however - Pratt half-hips and bedsteads - used in short span situations. The
Bluffton Bridge represented the first time that the county purchased a through
truss as an alternative to a medium-span bowstring on a rural crossing: a
marked departure from past practice.
The Bluffton Bridge presaged the building trend in the county for the rest of
the 19th Century. The county continued to erect iron, and later steel, trusses
on its rural roads throughout the 1880s and 1890s, though not in the quantity
that had characterized the decade before. No iron bridge construction was
recorded in Winneshiek County between 1881 and 1883. 9 9 In 1884, the Wrought
Iron Bridge Company erected the Twin Bridge - consisting of two 116-foot Pratt
through trusses identical to the Bluffton Bridge - and a 160 foot iron span at
Childs Ford in Decorah Township.' 00 The Kendallville Bridge, a 100-foot iron
span, was erected in 1887, along with 58 and 70-foot iron bridges on Washington
and Water Streets in Decorah. 101 The last iron bridge of the 1880s was a
70-foot structure built over Trout Run in Decorah Township. , 0 2
The change in character of Winneshiek County's bridges occurred well within the
mainstream of s t a t e and national trends, for after 1880 the bowstring was
specified increasingly less frequently for roadway crossings. The Wrought
Iron Bridge Company, at the forefront of bowstring innovation in the 1870s, was
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also at the forefront in the shift toward other structural configurations a
decade later. David Hammond foresaw the decline of the bowstring arch-truss as
a highway bridge type in the mid-1870s, as evidenced in his patent activity of
the time. In an 1874 patent, the inventor offered a single-intersection truss
design as an alternative to the arch, stating: "The straight truss is
simplified and made available for short spans in place of the arch, to which it
is preferred for appearance, and also for the protection which the truss
affords at the sides." Hammond's last patent for a bridge type, granted in
1876, was for a double-intersection through truss. (See Figure 13). 103

Figure 13
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Another indication of Hammond's change of design appears in the advertising of
the Wrought Iron Bridge Company. Of the fourteen standard bridge configurations
presented in the company's 1874 "Book of Designs," half were bowstring
variations. The illustration of a bowstring on the cover and the prominent
placement of bowstrings first among the suggested designs indicates the
intensity with which the company promoted this specific bridge type. A similar
illustrated pamphlet (shown in Figure 14) issued by the company in 1885,
however, contained no bowstrings at all among its standardized designs.
Wrought Iron had by then dropped what had once been its mainstay bridge type
completely from its inventory. As this company and others discontinued the
bowstring in its bid offerings, clients were guided toward alternative truss
types.

Figure 14
The acceptance of wrought iron as a structural material was widespread by this
time, as evidenced by the fronticepiece of Wrought Iron's 1885 pamphlet:
The construction of durable Iron Highway Bridges instead of perishable
wooden structures, securing as it does, an ornamental and permanent
improvement to the public highways and avoiding their frequent obstruction for the repair or rebuilding of wooden bridges, failing from decay,
storm or fire, has become an imperative public want, wherever trial has
been made of properly designed and constructed work.
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The only objections to the adoption of Iron Bridges have arisen from
the construction by unscrupulous and inexperienced bridge builders, of
light and inferior work, badly designed and poorly built of inferior material, and there is no case of failure of Iron Bridges which cannot be
clearly shown to have resulted from some of these causes. Iron of poor
quality, and rightly used, has never yet failed to meet all the requirements of a first-class bridge material, but it must be properly used to
give goood results; and on the ground of their extensive experience in
its practical use, and their facilities for ascertaining its quality and
manufacturing it into the strongest designs for work, that this Company
desires to call the attention of the public to its records and facilities.'° 6
By 1880, the Wrought Iron Bridge Company had built more roadway spans than any
other iron bridge fabricator in America, according to one account.' 0 7 The
company had by then erected some 3300 structures in twenty-five states and
Canada, varying from 20 to 301 feet in length and from 6 to 120 feet in width.
With an aggregate length of over thirty-three miles, these included arch,
truss, swing and plate bridges.' 0 8 Around this time, the emphasis for Wrought
Iron - and for the bridge industry in general - began to shift from the
bowstring and overwhelmingly toward the wrought iron truss, particularly the
single- and double-intersection Pratt, for roadway bridge construction. (As a
sideline to this, several types of timber/iron combination trusses underwent a
brief resurgency for rural roadway use during this period.) The iron - and
beginning a decade later, steel - Pratt truss was easily produced and
economically assembled from prefabricated components, was versatile in its
range of span lengths and live load capacities, and offered a degree of lateral
stability in its through configuration that the bowstring could only
approximate through a network of braces, girders and ties. Rapidly gaining in
popularity during the period, the Pratt truss would soon acquire the
distinction as America's standard roadway bridge type of the 1880s and 1890s,
as the bowstring had been in the 1870s.
The significance of the Freeport Bridge does not lie in its representation of
unusual or innovative technology. At the time of its construction in 1878, it
was one of thousands of similar structures erected by the Wrought Iron Bridge
Company. Rather, the Freeport Bridge is important for its representation of two
national bridge trends: the construction of rural roadway bridges by county
governments and the design and manufacture of wrought iron bowstring
arch-trusses in the 1870s. Winneshiek County's bridge building during this
decade was representative in the way that bridge funds were allocated and
bridges were purchased. At the same time, it was both novel and ambitious, due
in large part to George Winship. As the longest and one of the last iron
bowstrings contracted for by the county, the Freeport Bridge represents the
culmination of this program and provides an opportunity to document
county-level bridge building in Iowa. Secondly, as a standardized structure
manufactured by one of the country's principal 19th Century bridge fabricators,
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it is an unaltered example of that company's most advanced medium- span
bowstring design. The Freeport Bridge affords a degree of documentation for
what was an American standard rural roadway span of the 1870s.
Finally, the Freeport Bridge is intrinsically significant simply for its
existence. Although a great number of bowstring arch-trusses were erected by
Wrought Iron and other bridge fabricators in the 1860s and 70s, few remain
today. Iowa, once one of the Wrought Iron Bridge Company's largest bowstring
customers, is typical of the national attrition. The Iowa Department of
Transportation has identified as few as twenty-four bowstring arch-trusses
remaining in the state. Five of these are in Winneshiek County. All date from
the 1870s. Of the bowstrings identified in America, the Freeport Bridge is
second in span length to only one other bridge, a 183.5-foot structure in Blue
Earth County, Minnesota (Wrought Iron Bridge Company; 1873). Fewer yet have
retained the degree of contextural and structural integrity as this bridge.
The town of Freeport has not grown significantly since its collapse in 1856,
and the bridge remains in an essentially rural setting. Other than parging of
the north abutment with concrete, replacement of the wood decking with asphalt
in 1977 and minor superstructural repairs, the Freeport Bridge remains in
pristine condition. Too narrow and unable to function under current loading
standards, it is scheduled for replacement in early 1987.
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peculiar construction, being allowed t o rotate
so as to accommodate themselves to t h e direcCanton, in t h e comity of .Stark and S t a t e of tions of tlie braces.
Ohio, have invented a new and valuable ImThe ends of the arch are connected by t h e
provement, in W r o u g h t - I r o n Trussed Gird- chords « « a n d bolts « «, which bolts pass
ers for Jiridges or other S t r u c t u r e s ; and I d o through t h e ends of the arch, t h e ends of t h e
hereby declare that the following i s a full,clear, chord, a n d cast-iron blocks which a r e put in
and exact description t hereof, reference licing to fill t h e space in the d o u b l e - T iron and t o
had to the accompanying drawings, forming a keep the two pieces of the chord- apart, thus
part of this specification, of which—
(irmly securing the ends of the arch and t h e
Figure 1 is a horizontal plan of girder ap- chords to each other.
plied t o a bridge. Fig.'Jis a side elevation.
The suspension - rods F pass through t h e
Fig..'{ is a vertiod cross-section a t middle, of clamping-pieces D o r I", ami a r e secured by
bridge. Fig. I is a cross-section, showing a p - nuts on their lower ends. They pass on each
plication of double-T iron, clamping-pieces, side of t h e chord-pieces « «, a s shown in F i g .
covcring-pieee, and secnriiig-claiup. Fig.'"* is 4, and pass through the s u p p o r t i n g - p i e c e / / ,
the details of double- liolted clamping -piece. and a r e secured by nuts on the lower side of
Fig. I! is thedetail.sof single-bolted cluiupiug- the sup|K)rting-piece, tunning a stirrup for t h e
piece, a n d F i g . 7 is t h e details for sccuring- support of t h e chords.
clamp for covering-piece.
The striug-pieces C C arc plnircd on the t o p
The nature of my invention consists in t h e of the chords « «, and are hotted to the susnovel construction of a wrought-iron arch of pension rods F F, thus fbmiiug a iirm connecdouble - T iron a n d novel c l a m p i n g - pieces, tion for t h e two girders.
and also in t h e combination of a coveringThe covering-piece H is placed on the top piece which excludes moisture, and also serves of the arch, and is secnn.il thereto by t h e seto prevent a n y lateral motion of the a r c h , a n d , c u r i n g - p i e c e s .1 J , of a novel construction.
by being tiriuly secured thereto, serves to ma- These securing-pieces, as. shown in detail in
terially strengthen t h e arch, with said arch Fig. 7, have their edges or sides d <l so formed
ami securing-chuii|»s of novel construction, as to tit t h e lower part of the upper T of t h e
whereby I obtain a n arch of great s t r e n g t h a n d doublc-T iron of which the arch is composed,
simplicity with a comparatively small weight ami have a bolt, c.uii their upper side, which
and c-ost of const met ion.
{Kisses through tlie covering - piece II, and is
T o enable others skilled in t h e art. t o make secured by a n u t , K, on its upper side, t h u s
ami use my invention, I will proceed to d e - firmly securing the covering-piece to t h e arch.
scribe its const ruction a n d application.
I do not claim in girders the use of the shoes
The arch Ji is coui|>oscd of two continuous It, t h e c h o r d s « « , ihe s n s j i e i i s i o n r o d s F , t h e
INeves of doubic-T iron, /; It, which an* set u p string-pieces C C, nor the braces E K, as these
parallel t o each other a n d a t a distance from have been heretofore ux-d and patented ; but
each other equal to t h e lengths of t h e clampW h a t I do claim as toy invention, and desire
ing-pieces D o r I'. These clamping-pieces lire to secure by Ix'tters I*atent, is—
of a novel construction, iH'iug e i t h e r double1. T h e peculiar combination of the doubleUilted, us shown in Fig. 4 and in detail in T irons It It ami clamping - pieces D or l* with
Fig. i», or siuglc-lioltcd, a s shown in detail in bolts M M and hole X, substantially in t h e
Fig. <i, and in their application in F i g s . 1 a n d manlier and for the puqmse herein set forth.
-. They a r e made of cast o r wrought iron,
'1. The. |iccitliurcombination of the coveringhaving bolts .M M a t their sides, which 'n>lts piece I I , the. donble-T irons lilt, and t h e securpass through t h e double - T iron amjL^irc se- ing-pieces .1 J , with bolt c and nut K thereon,
eured by nuts on t h e outside, thus tirtnly con- substantially in the manner and for the purliccting t h e two pieces of t h e arch t o each pose herein set forth.
other. In t h e center of these clamping-pieces
DAVID HAMMOND.
D or I ' , 1 bore a hole, N , through which |iass
Witnesses:
the supporting-rods F F a n d brace-rods E E ,
J. ABBOTT,
the single - bolted clamping-pieces, b y their
G E O . T. T I L D E S .
jf'<» till irlitmi it MIII/ f'Hrcrn
:
He it known t h a t I, D A V I D H A M M O N D , of

DAVID HAMMOND AND W. R. REEVES, OF CANTON. OHIO.
Letter* Patent No. 86,538, dated February

2, 1869.

IMPROVED GIRDER F O R S R I D Q E a
Th» SlcfcaaiiU n f c i n d to in t.h..» U l t w Patant and making part of taa i

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, D A V I D H A M M O N D and W. l i .

B E E V E S , both of Canton, in the county of Stark, and
State of Ohio, nave invented new and useful Improvements in Wrought-Iron Girders for Bridges and other
structures; and we do hereby declare that the following is a full, dear, and exact description of our invention, reference being had t o the accompanying drawings, forming a part of this specification, and t o the
letters of reference marked thereon, of which drawings—
Figure 1 is a side view of our improved girder, applied to a bridge.
Figure 'i is a half plan o f the same.
Figure 3 is a half plan of the same, as seen from
below the bridge
Figure 4 is a cross-section of the same.
Figures 8 and 6 are two forms of cross-section for
the a n h .
Figures 7 and 8 are plan and section, showing the
details of the shoe, with its block and the chord and
arch-pieces.
The nature of our invention consist* in new and
useful improvements in the construction of the girder
shown iu our patent of J u n e 2 1 , 1 8 6 4 , Maid improvements consisting, first, in the. use of channel or L-iron
for the arch-pieces, in the place of the plate-iron there
shown, by the use of which we are enabled to firmly.
tivet the arch-pieces and covering-piece together, instead of depending wholly ou the clamping-bolts, clamping-pieces, and suspension-rods and bracing for the binding of said pieces together, as in the case of our previous
patent, whereby we greatly increase t h e resistance of
our arch to any horizontal deflection, and thus greatly
increase its strength; aud second, In the peculiar manner of securing the ends of the arch-pieces and: chorda
iu the shoes, whereby we greatly lesseu the probability
of their pullmg apart, and thus increase the stability
of our giitler.
To enable others skilled in the art. to make and use
our improved girder, we will proceed to describe its
construction SUM! application.
The arch A of <-ach girder is composed of three
principal pieces, H C C, the two arcb-pi^-es C C being
formed of channel or L-iron. as shown in figs. 5 and 6,
which are curved to the proper sliapc, and set up parallel to each other, as shown.
The covering-piece H is made of heavy plate-iron,
and is laid on the top o f the two arch-pieces C 0 . as
shown.
The rivets d d, or bolts if preferred, |tass through
the upper flanges x i , which are formed on t h e archpieces C C, when they are rolled, and through the covering-piece fi, tints firmly binding them together.
The clamping-pieces J J are made as shown iu detail in figs. 5 and 6, and are secured by the bolts * k,
which pass through them, and up between t h e arch-

pieces 0 G, through the covering-piece B, and are secured by nuts 11, as shown.
The chords D D of the girder are formed of two
pieces of plate-iron, set op parallel to each other, and
have the beads p p formed ou one side at their ends,
as shown in tig. 7.
They rest at said ends between the arch-pieces D D
in the shoe E, the heads » p, beariug against the parts
r r of the shoe, as shown.
The arch-pieces G C abut against suitably-formed
faces in the shoes £ , aud a block, K, having a head,
as shown, or without this bead, if desired, is inserted
between the chords D 1).
A bolt, «, passes through the sides of the shoe K,
the arch-pieces C G, chords D D, and the block l i ,
thus firmly uniting them together.
I t is readily seen that if the block H be made with
a head, as shown, and one or more bolts, t, lie bolted
through the chords D D and toe block It, that the
strength of resistance to any tendency of the chords
D D- to pull out of the shoe £ will be greatly increased, although a good combination of the archpieces, chords, and shoe may be effected without the
use of the head on the block E, if the heads pp on
•the chords D D be made very strong and heavy.
The suspension-rods F are Bade of thin plate-iron,
bent in the form shows by red-dotted cross-section in
fig. 4, and have the bolts a « aod / / attached to them,
as shown.
T h e bolts • «, which are attached to the upper part
of the suspension-rods F, pass through the irons k,
which bear on the lower parts of the arch-pieces 0 0 ,
thence up, by the sides of said arch-pieces, through t h e
coveriug-piece B .
The nuts 4 * and e e oa the bolts « « bind the arch
A and the irons k firmly together, and thus serve to
aid in the combining of the arch, and to attach the
suspension-rods to the arch.
Slots are c u t in the lower part of the suspensionrods F , which admit the chords D D , and the bolts /
/ , at the lower ends of the suspension-rod F , p m s
through the irons Q Q,on which the chords D D rest,
and have the nuts * a, which support the irons Q Q,
aud thus complete the connection between the arch
aud chords.
T h e irons O Q bare their edges rolled, and holes
punched iu them, into which are hobkexFlbe braces G
G, as shown.
These braces are inserted between the chords. D D ,
and run into the rings P P, as sliown.
Other braces, I 1, are secured to the arch A by
means of eyes m, formed on their ends, which set between the arch-pieces C C, and arc secured by bolts
e r, which pass through the arch-pieces G G and the
eyes on said braces I L
The end braces H H are saeured to the coveringpiece B, as shown in fig. 1.
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The braces I I run into tlie rings P P, and, in connection with the braces G G and posts F F, form a
firm trussing against any vertical deflection of the
arch.
The horizontal braces M M have eyes formed ontheir ends, which are put over the bolts / , under the
irons Q, and above the nuts U, as seeu in tig. 4.
The end-braces are attached to the shoes E E, as
shown, and the braces unite iu rings N, thus forming
a firm bracing against" any lateral vibrations of the
bridge.
The cross-stringers L L are notched down on to the
chords D D, as shown, and the flooring of the bridge
may be laid on them in a diagonal manner, to aid in
bracing the bridge against lateral vibrations, or floorstringers may be laid across these cross-stringfrs, and
the flooring laid in the ordinary manner.
Having thus fully described the construction of our
improved girder, we do not here claim as our invention the principle of combining the three arcb-pieces,
B 0 0 by means of the clamping-piece J, clampingbolt k, and nut i, nor the manner of combining the
suspension-rods F, braces G G H, arch A, and chords
D D, nor the cross-beams L, horizontal or vertical
bracing M M and G I, here shown, or the mode of

constructing the suspension-rods F, nor the shoes E,
or chords L> D; but
What we do claim a* our invention, ami desire to secure by Letters Patent, is—
1. The peculiararnuigen»eiitandcombination of the
plates 0 C, flanges x x, bolts or rivets d rf, coveringpiece B, Iwlt *, and damping-pieces J, when said
flanges x x are formed «m the plates C C when rolled,
and whether the lower nauges «• «• are or are not used,
the several parte being arnmgrd substantially as and
for the purpose herein specified.
2.' The peculiar arrangement and combination of the
arch-pieces 0 0, chords D D, with heads }> p thereon,
block R, and shoe E, the several parts being arranged
substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein specified.
As evidence that we claim the foregoing, we have
hereunto, set our hands, in the presence of two witnesses, this 3d dav of March, 1868.
DAVID HAMMOND.
W. R. BEEVES.
Witnesses:
JOB ABBOTT,
E D . N. BEEBOUT.

United States Patent Office.
DAVID HAMMOND AND JOB ABBOTT, OF CANTON. OHIO.

Letter* Patent A'o. 102,392, dcxUi April 26, 1870.

IMPROVEMENT IK TUBULAR A R C H - a i R D E R S FOK BRIDGES ABD OTHER STRUCTURES.
Tfcs Bctxlal. rsferrad to la U r n Vuttmu *»t*ot u>4 sssklsf part of t*. M M

i'o «// tr/iow t( WMiy co»oern:
Be it known that we, D A V I D HAMMOSTU aud J O B

AHBOTT, both of Oantou, in tlie county of 8Uuk and
State of Ohio, have invents! certain new and useful Improvements in Tubular Arch-Girders; and we
do hereby declare that the following is a full, clear, and
exact description of that |iortioti of said inventiou
which we liave designated as part A , reference being
hail to f lie accompanying drawings forming a part of
this specification,and to the letters of reference marked
thereon, of whic?) drawings—
Figure 1 is a plan showing aeveral modifications of
our girder.
Figure 2 is a sectional elevation of the upper girder,
shown in fig. 1.
Figure 3 is an elevation of the lower girder, shown
in fig. 1.
Figures 4, 5, aud U are cross-section* of the arches
of girder* shown in fig. 1.
Figures 7 and 8 are cross-sectiouM of the girders
shown in figs. 2 aud 3.
The nature of our invention consists iu the construction of a girder with an arch composed essentially of two pieces of rolled iron, having a curved or
polygonal-shaped web, with flanges on each side, said
arch-pieces being carved to the required curveforthe
arch, and b-ir,g placed parallel to each other In such
a manner as that two flanges (owe of each piece) shall
be iu the same curved horizontal plaoe, and said two
principal arch pieces being so combined withoUierarchptrres as to form a tubular arch of great strength and
stiffness, which admits of a very economical distribution and proportion of material to any required case of
construction, and forms, when combined with suitable
shoes, chords, posts, and braces, a very cheap and
strong girder for bridge construction, or other constructions of like character.
To enable others skilled iu the art to make and use
our invention, we will proceed to describe more fully
its application and construction.
The priocipal arch-pieces A A sre of the form shown
in fig. 4, being made with the central web A of the
circular cross section sbo w o, (or of a polygonal or other
cross section closely approaching a circular cross-eeotioo, if preferred,) and having a flange,« or «", on each
edge, as shown.
These pieces are curved to conform to tlte curve of
the arch required, aad are set up parallel to each other,
with the flanges « « in the same horizontal straight
line, as eccu in fig. 4. The character of the other
pieces of the arch will depend on the capacity and requiremeuw in any particular case of construction, but
the follow .ng examples will clearly illustrate this point.
For example, let it be required to construct a girder
for a bridge for foot-walk of one hundred feet •pan

and six feet width of track. The arch for such girder
need not have a great crushing capacity, as the load
to be carried can never be very great, but it must have
great lateral capacity to resist a lateral bending of the
arch, as the track is too narrow to admit of good lateral bracing without great expense.
Accordingly, the liroad plate It is used iu combination with tlie arch-pieces A A, as shown in fig. 5, the
flanges • « being riveted to said plate, as shown, aud
tlie other flanges «' *' being brought up to each other
and riveted together, as shown in fig. tt, or they may
be held apart by thimbies,/, which are placed around
the rivets which unite the flanges «' «', as shown iu
fig. 1, when a greater lateral capacity against beodiug
is required, without an increase of cross-section in tlie
arch.
When both an increase of lateral capacity and crushing strength are required, the chauuel-bars H or L, as
shown infig.4, may be used between tlie flanges*'«',
where they can be secured either by two rows of rivets, one through each flange «' aiid a flange of the
channel-bar, or by a single row of Urn/; rivets passing
through both flanges a'«' and the flanges of the channel-bar, tlte first being the preferable mode of riveting.
We would here state that by the term "channelbar" we designate auy bar-iron with flanges of suitable width at IU edges, whether the web of such bar
be plain or curved, or whether the flanges be at right
angles to the plane of the web or not, the flanges «'«'
of the arch-pieces A A being made to conform to the
Inclination of the flanges of the channel-bar in each
case.
Iu each of the above-described modifications it will
be observed that the pbte to forms the principal resistant to the lateral bending of the arch, while the
arch-pieces A A, either directly in combination with
each other and the plate It, or iu combination with
the thimbles / o r channel-bars 11 or L and the plate
B, form a tube which is the principal resistant to the
crashing strain on the arch; and, (Virtue.-, that by having to* pieces A A made with their webs of a cu.-ved
or polygonal uoss sectisw, the material is placed further away from the axis of the tube forming the ar ;u,
and Or
-'jtng capadtj of such tube uoouseq>w>ntlr
Increai. J without any increase in l u ««k*-sectii •
It will also be observed that the same carau. • material will bt«... doped, whether the plate . • j Arranged below the arch-pieces A A, as abow>« tofig.5,
or whether said arch-pieces be placed below said plate,
in which ease the on««*-tectioii shown in fig. 5 would
be simply reversed.
For a second example, let it be required to construct
a girder for a railroad bridge of one hundred aud rift'
feet span and twelve feet width of track.
The arch for such a girder must have a large Croat-
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section to resist crushing strain, ss well ss great lateral capacity to resist borisoatal deflection, as the track
Is too narrow In proportion to the span and moving
load to give good lateral bracing. Accordingly, we
combine two sets of arch-pieces, A A A 1 A 1 , as shown
to figs. 2, 4, sod 7, by riveting togetuer the horizontal flanges « • a m and uniting the upper and lower
flanges a a * •' by rivets and thimbles/, or by channel-bars L, H, and K, or by combining these two
methods, ettLcr by using a channel-bar along the ends
and on toe upper side of the arch, in combination with
pieces of cbannel-bar riveted in at such points on tlie
upper side as are to serve as point* of attachment for
the posts of the girder, with thimble* between HUTU
pieces and all along between the lower flanges of the
arch; or a channel-bar may be used along the whole
length of tb* upper or lower sides, or on both the iq>per and lower sides, as illustrated in tig. 2, the particubur construction required depending very much or
the amount of cross-section required in the arch, and
also on tite amount of lateral stability required, which
must be determined on by the engineer in any particular case, and cannot, therefore, he deiiuitely stated
liere.
For a third example, let it be required to construct
a girder for a common mad bridge of one hundred ami
fifty feet span and twenty feet width of track.
The arch for such a girder need have but a moderate amount of crushing cross-section, and the width of
track is such that a good lateral bracing can be had;
hence, the material in the arch should lie so dis|iosed
as to give the greatest amount of crushing strength
with a proper amount of Intend stiffness.
Accordingly, we combine the two Nets ot arch-pieces
A A A * A*, as shown in figs. 0 and K, the flange* « a
m * being united hy rivets, as HIMIWII, ami serving ax
ribs to give the requisite lateral stability to the arch,
while the flanges a «' *' m are also united by rivets,
as shown, thus securing n unity of action between the
opposite arch-pieces A A -V* A', the whole forming
an arch in which the material is very symmetrically
disposed around the axis of the arch, thus giving it
great crushing rapacity.
The general ideas of the methods used in constructing the arch having lieen thus fully shown, the manner of completing the ginler is te.idily seen, ami differs in but few points from tliat shown in other an-hgirders heretofore constructed.
Tlie ends of the arch rest mi cast-iron shoes, O C.
in which ore lurmed seats for the head* D I) of one or
more chords, E K, of flat Uar-irou, which unite t blends of the arch.
The posts F F ami the tie-rod* <• (J may be formed
with eyes at their lower ends, which are secured between the chorda E K by Uilts fc b, as shown in tigs.
2 and 7, while the up|ier ends of the said posts anil
tie-rods are passed through the channel-liars II or I,
in the arch, ami are secured by nuts r r ami«/ #/, as
shown.

If it is found desirable wot to punch hoies in the
chord* E for the bolts *, tit* posts Ymay be attached
to said chords by means of jam-nut* A A, which bind
the dam ping-piece* i ami j (through which are passed
tlte post* F") firmly to the chord* E E, the tie-rods O'
and 0* being, In this case, passed through the lower
clamps j', and secured by nuts t k, a* seen in fig. 3.
The ends of the |m*ts* F may also be attached to
the arch by passing them through lite flange* • «, as
showu in fig. 3, or by passing them through the web
of the arch-piece*, as shown in fig. 8.
The tie-rods O1 may also lie attached to the arch by
means of the plates X, riveted to the lower flanges «'
«', and provided with an axial rivet which passes
through an eye at the upper end of the tie-rod, as
shown in fig. 3.
A convenient mode of attaching both |>o*t and tierod to the arch is shown in tigs. 3 ami x, where M
represents a stirrup riveted to the flange* « «, ami
provided with a hole at its bottom, through which is
{Kissed the |Mist F".
Tlie tie-rod <}' is made with an eye, •; at its upper
end, which fits over the post F", ami both post and
tie-nid are secured by the nut c, as shown.
Having thus fully described our invention.
What we claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters I'ateut, is—
1. The combination of the arch-piece* A A with
curved webs A ami edge flanges * «' m «', thimbles / ,
or channel-Iwr* II, and brood plate It, the several
parts being arranged ami united by rivets •* their
equivalents, sulistautiallv as and tisr the purpose S|iecifl.il.
2. Tlie combination of the arch-piece* A A with
curved webs A ami edge flanges • «' « «<*, channel-lieu
If or L, arch-piece* A1 A1, with eilge 'tinges* an m
and cbaiiiH'1-bar K, the several' |wrt* being arranged
ami coinbiueil by rivets or their equivalents, substantially as and for the pur|io*c specified.
3. The combination of the arch-piece* A A with
curved web* A ami edge flanges « • ' « «', chauucl-liar
II or !>, awh ph**'* A' A' with edge flanges a a a a
ami thimbles//, the several parts Uriug arranged ami
combined by rivets or their equivalents, substantially
as ami for the purpose dcsrrilicd.
4. The combination of the arch, couqtoscd of the
arch-pieces A A A ' A', with curved or polygonal webs
ami edge flanges n «"and channel-liar* II ami K, archshoe* V <", chonls E E, |m«t* F F; and tie-rods (i (i,
the several pnrf* being arranged as and for the purpose speeitiiil.
A s evidence that we claim the foregoing, we have
licrcuuto set our bauds in the presence of two witnesses, this 2Hth dav of .lune, IHui).
DAVID HAMMOND
JOB ABBOTT.
Witm-ss*-*:
•«
. i':t. L A M ; ,
rKKti. AtfTos.

U N I T E D STATES PATENT OFFICE.
DAVID HAMMOND, MICHAEL ADLER, AND JOB ABBOTT, OF CANTON, OHIO.
IMPROVEMENT IN IRON BRIDGES.

S|>eclHc.iti«n forming pnrt of Letters Patent No. 1 3 5 , 8 0 4 , dated February 11, 1873.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, D A V I D HAMMOND,
MICHAEL A B L E R , and JOB A B B O T T , o f Canton, iu the county of Stark and State of Ohio,
have invented certain new and useful Improvement* in Arch-Girder Bridges; and that
the following is a full, clear, and exact specification thereof, which will enable others
skilled in the art to make and use the said invention.
It is well kuown to bridge constructors that
the principal defect in the practical working
of bow-string girders as heretofore constructed,
especially iu long spans, has beeu their want
of sufficient stiffness to resist the action of a
rolling load; that the lack of vertical stiffness
has usually resulted from the want of sufficient compressive capacity in the posts, and
the lack of lateral stiffness—first, from want
of proper rigidity in the lower brace beams;
second, from the im|>erfect manner of securing ]>oiiit« of the arch by struts from the bracebeams; third, from the insufficient character
of the overhead lateral bracing between the
bridge-girders; and, lastly, from the want of
sufficient lateral capacity in the arches of the
girders; and that great difficulty has been exjierieuced in overcoming these objections to
this class of highway bridges, especially in
this country—first, because the requirement
of cbeaptiess has prevented the use of exact
and expensive details of construction in said
bridges; second, because, as arch-bridges are
practically constructed, it is necessary to have
some adjustment in the length of the members of the vertical bracing iu the girders, in
order to allow for the variation in the form
which the arches of the girders assume wbeu
erected in the bridge-span from the form which
they have when lying ou the trestles at the
shop; and, lastly, because the requirement of
sidewalks for highway bridges, in many canes,
limits the width of the bearing between the
lower beams and arches, so as to make it very
difficult to obtaiu the proper lateral strength
in long spans, where the distance between the
arches and chords is very considerable.
Our invention is desigued to obviate these
objections to the plan of bow-string-girde; construction for bridges of moderate spans, aud
to make it applicable to long bridge-spans, in

which it has heretofore been considered inapplicable; and to this end it consists iu the combination, with a bow-string girder, of an iron
lattice girder-brace |>ost, which has an adjustable attachmeut either at the chord or arch of
the girder, or at both of said points, and which
is solidly secured to the lower brace-beams of
the bridge aud to the arch, so as to oppose
the transverse stiffness of the lattice-girder to
any tendency of the arch to move in a lateral
direction. Said invention also consists in the
combination, with the arches of the bridgegirders, of an irou lattice overhead girder,
which is raised above the arches iu order to
give the proper headway on the bridge incases
where it could not otherwise be used, or which
is used betweeu the arches in cases where
there is sufficient height to give the proper
headway, and which, in either case, is rigidly
secured to the arches, so as to opjwse the
transverse stiffness of the lattice-girder to any
tendency to a lateral motion of the arches and
girders. Said invention also consists in the
combination, with the arches and brace-posts,
of the bow-string girders of a bridge, of an iron
lattice overhead girder, which is rigidly secured to said arches aud to the lattice-posts below the arches, so as to oppose the lateral motion of the arches by both the transverse stiffness of a lattice-girder of considerable depth
and by the strength of the brace-post agaiust
a force applied to bend it at a point considerably below its head, and hence acting with
less leverage than if applied to the arch, asiu
the case of the overhead lattice-girder described in the preceding clause. Said iuventiou also consists in the combination,
with the lattice brace-posts aud overhead
lattice - girders of a bow - string - girder
bridge, of a tension-rod extending from the
outer part of the lower brace-beam across
the post to the overhead lattice-girder, and
acting as a tensional tie, in combinatiou with
the brace-post actiug as a compiessive strut
in securing the arches aud girders against lateral motion. Said invention also consists iu
the combination, with the arches of a bowstring-girder bridge, and with the lateral overhead members at the beads of the brace-posts,
of lateral overhead struts secured to the arches
at the heads of the intermediate posts betwee
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tlie brace-posta, and connected by half-rings Figs. 11 are detail views of the half-ring con«t their centers to the lateral diagonal ties nections at the centers of the lateral overhead
from the ends of the lateral members at the struts. Figs. 12 aud 13 are detail views of modhead* of the bmce-jiosts, by which means the ified forms of the constructions shown in Figs.
arches are secured against la tend bending at 10. Figs. 14 are detail views of the arch-conthe heads of the intermediate posts without nections for the lateral overhead struts. Figs.
any addition of diagonal ties above those re- 15, 1(J, and 17 are detail views of the lower
quired to brace the arches only at the heads cliord-coiiuections for posts Nos. 2, 1, aud 3.
of the hrace-posts. Said invention also con- Figs. 18, l'.i, 20, and 21 are detail views of the
sists in the construction of an arch composed lower chord-connections for posts Nos. 7, 4, G,
of a central horizontal plate and two segments ami 8. Figs. 22 and 23 are detail views of the
of the l'huMiix or Keystotie column on each cast thimbles for the brace-beams. Figs. 24
side as the essential base of construction of are elevation and plan of portion of bow-string
the arch, aud havingcombiued therewith suit- girder, showing oneformof our improved arch
able plates, channel-bars, aud column-seg- ami brace beam construction. Fig. 25 is an
ments, as is hereinafter more fully shown, the enlarged end view of the same. Fig. 26 is au
whole forming a double tubular arch in winch end view of the brace-beams iu Fig. 25. Figs.
t he. mpnredcompressiveoa pacify for lougspans 27 are detail views of the brace-beam aud
is obtained in connection with such breadth post-blocks. Figs. 28 aud 29 are elevation,
of arch as to prevent any danger of lateral plan, aud enlarged end view of a modified
deflection. Said invention also consists in the form of our improved arch and brace-beams.
combination, with the lower chords and braceA is au arch of the general form described
posts of a bow-string-girder bridge, of a pair in Letters Patent No. 102,392, granted to D.
of rolled channel or X beams, trussed by a Hammond and J. Abbott April 20,1870. The
hog-chain on the under side, and held from ends of said arch abut agaiust cast shoes fi,
upward deflection by a tension-rod on the up- which rest ou the abutments, and are conper side, said pair of beams extending from nected by the chords <3, composed of two or
g'rder to girder of the bridge, and forming sup- more plates of iron placed edgewise aud
i w t s for the floor-joists of the bridge, as well abreast, and upon which the wooden flooras biTice beams for the system of bracing for joists for the bridge are usually placed. The
the bridge. Said invention also consists in the struts or posts Nos. 1 to 8 aud the diagonal
novel details of construction for the lateral ties A'are arranged between the chords C and
hitch-blocks for the attachment of the lateral arch A, aud iron brace-beams T are placed on
diagonal ties to the brace-beams or lateral the chords, usually at the foot of every other
girders, the girder-blocks foi the attachment post, as in the ordinary plans of bow-stringof the lateral overhead girders to the brace- girder construction, said brace-beams being
posts, the arch-block for the attachment of united by diagonal ties U placed below the
the lateral overhead strata to the arch at the bridge-flooring, so as to form, with the chords
heads of the intermediate posts, the combined € and ties U, a rigid system of lateral bracing,
wrought and cast iron chord-plate for the at- by which any lateral deflection of the- bridge
tachment of the vertical diagonal ties, and the at the chord-level is prevented; the principal
counectious for the brace-beams and posts, features of our invention consisting, first, in
these several improvements in detail making the improved construction of the brace-posts
our before-specified improvements iu bracings 2, 4, G, aud 8, by which the arch A is secured
of easy application to the other parts of the laterally from the system of bracing between
bridge, a od greatly facilitating the construct ion the chords O; second, in the improved conof the bridge iu the shop and its erection ou struction of the lateral overhead bracing,
the bridge site.
where the span of the bridge is such as to alIn the accompanying drawing. Figure 1 is low of the use of said overhead bracing; and,
an elevation of a half-span of a bow-string- lastly, in the improved construction of the
girder bridge illustrating our improvements arches A, by which the lateral capacity of the
Fig. 2 is a plan of the fame, showing a half- arches themselves is so increased as to adapt
plan of the arch and bracing aud a half-plan them to very long s|»us.
We will describe the details of our improveof chords. Figs. 3, 4, und 5 are side views of
posts Nos. 2, 4, and 0 of said girder. Fig. G ments iu the order indicated, that the meis a central cross-section of bridge at ]>ost No. chanic may understand the application of oar
8, showing the deep overhead lattice-girder improvements to snch length of spans as he
and two modifications of the lattice brace- may have to construct.
The triangular lattice-posts 2, 4, and 6 are
posts. Figs. 7 are enlarged detail views of the
end of the raised overhead lattice-girder and its s|K*eially designed for bridges without sidearch attachments. Figs. 8 are views of a modi- walks, iu which the projection of the post befied form of the same. Figs. 9 are detail views yond the outer plane of the arch offers no obof the connections for the overhead lattice- struction to travel; and it is usu.dly constructed
girder between the niches, F«g«. IO are detail of four angle-irons,//, placed two at each side,
views of the connections for the overhead lat- and having between them the lattice-bars F,
tice-girders between thenrches and brace-ptists. which arc s:»cured bv rivets run through the
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parallel flange* of tbe angle-bare and tbc ends of the single bolt E in the former case; the
of tbe lattice-bare, and through the crossings beam T being held from sliding, in this as in
of tbe lattice-bare. Tbe flanges of the angle- the former case, by clamping it between the
bare at right angles to the plane ot the posts chords C and bolt-heads e, or the ends of the
are bere shown on the inside, or toward tbe angle-bars/, thus obviating the use of the.
center of the posts; but, if preferred, they can bolt f, shown in Figs. 15. The intermediate
be turned to the outside of the posts, and plates posts 1, 3, 5, aud 7 are designed to act simply
can be riveted to them to increase the capacity as ties or struts without aiding materially iu
of tbe porta; or T-bare or star-iron (sometimes securing the lateral stability of the arch, and
called X-iron) can be used at each side in are constructed of four angle-bars, / f f J\
place of two angle-bare, the lattice-bars being riveted back to back in column form, with inriveted to one leg of the T or X bar. The tervening thimbles, in the form shown in deupper ends of the angle-bare / are riveted tached section 8' in Figs. 13. Their upper ends
in tbe recessed faces of the flattened e n d s / ' of have an arch-bolt, F', riveted into them, in the
the arch-bolt F', (see Figs. 7,9, and 14,) which manner described iu Figs. 7, by which they are
passes through the arch A, and is secured by attached to the arch A, aud the chord-connecjam-nuts above and below tbe arch; and in tions are made either by a headed plate, E",
tbe form of chord-connection shown in Figs. riveted between their lower ends and secured
15 the inner angle-bare/ are bent out at a, to between the chords 0 C by bolt C , as shown
pass down on each side of tbe brace-beam T, in Figs. 16, or by ineausof two bolts, E', riveted
and are flattened and headed below to tit be- between the angle-liars, and run down between and support the chord-bare C C, which tween the chords C, and through a grooved
are clamped to them by through-bolts C C . washer, Y', asshowu iu Figs. 17; or, whereau adThe lower ends of the outer angle-bare/ have justment iu length at the lower end of post is
riveted between tbem tbe bolt b, which ex- desired, the single bolt E' may be used, with
tends down through a cast thimble, c, with a grooved washer, Y', aliove and below the
jam-nuts above and below, the rear end y of chords C, and with jam nuts above and below
said thimble (see Figs. 22) being of tbe form said chords, as showu in Figs. IS.
of the cross-section of the brace-beam T, to
The tie-piece Y shown iu Figs. 18 is designed
the end of which it is secured by a strap, c7, to be used iu place of the tie-plate D iu Figs.
which tits around the recessed part of the 19, and consists of a short piece of plate-iron
thimble-body, and to tbe web of tbe brace- with flanges bent on each e<lge, or ot rolled
beam, to which it is riveted or bolted; the channel-bar, orof rolled I-beam, having a space,
brace-beam T being rigidly secured to tbe y, cut out of its web at each end, and having
chords C in this case by a bolt, r, (see Figs. its heads punched for the passage of the tie15,) passing through the flanges of the beams pins d'. The lower grooved chord-plate Y' is
aud between the chords, with washer and nut made to fit in the upper part of the piece Y,
Mow. The form of chord-connection shown and a filling-piece may be used on its under
iu Figs. ID is, however, preferable to that shown side to form a bearing for the nut on the lower
in Figs. 15, as it avoids any blacksmith-work end of the bolt E'.
on the angle-bare/. It consists of a bolt, E,
The form of |K>st shown at &, Fig. 1, and in
having a broad flat head, e, which fits over Figs, 0, 10, 12, 13, and 21, is desigued particthe beam T, and is riveted to the bare/, and ularly for bridges with sidewalks, in which the
which passed down between the chords C width of the post should not exceed tbe width
through a washer, Y', which is grooved to of the arch. The angle-bars// composing its
admit the chords, so as to hold tbem in posi- sides are placed parallel, instead of at au antion, aud beneath which may be placed the gle with each other, and are riveted to the lattie-plate D, through which the bolt £ extends, tice-bare F, as before described. The upper
with nut below, as shown. The tie-plate D is ends of these angle-bare are usually riveted to
designed to obviate the necessity of punching the arch-bolt F', as before shown, and the latthe chords O for a bolt to pass through tbe tice-bare may be carried to the top of the space
eyes on the lower ends of the diagonal ties between the angle-bars, if desired, as shown
A', which are placed between and secured to on left hand in Fig. 6; but as the posts are
said chords in this way in the three end panels subject to a compression under a rolling load
of tbe girder, shown in F i t . 1, and it consists on the bridge, the plate V should be riveted
of a wrougbtiron plate having its end cut out in lietween the bent upper ends of tbe bare/',
in the center and turned over to form eyes d, as shown in Figs. 10, and the lattice-bare com
like those on tbe broad leaf of a strap-hinge; menced below said plate, iu order to secure
tbe ties A' being secured to said plate by pins the angle-bars more effectively against buckd' passing through said eyes d d, aud through ling iu their bent part*.
the eyes on the ends of the ties A', which in
Where the sidewalk-post is used in comiecthis case extend down between the chords C tion with a deep overhead girder, as shown ou
and between the eyes dd,m shown iu Figs. 19 right baud iu Fig. 0 and in Figs. 13, the angle
Figs. 20 shows a modified form of tbe el.crd- b a r s / c a n be brought together near the lower
connection in Figs. 19, two bolts, E E, being edge of the overhead girder, and from thence
used, one on eneb side of the beam T, instead run u;i to the arch-boltF'in a column form, as
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shown, their upper jiortions being united, in g, and having boles for the passage of the
t he form shown in detached sect ion 8', by menus arch-bolt F ' at the head of the brace-jiost.
of rivets and intervening thimbles.
At those points where the distance between
If no adjustment of the arcii-and-|K>st con- the bridge-flooring and the arch is considernection is required, the plate L' may be rivete<l ably more than the headway required, the
between the angle-bars/j as shown in Figs. 12, deep lattice-girder, shown in Figs. 0, 10,12,
and the areh-bolt F ' bo riveted to said plate, and 13, is used, the object being to secure
as shown, the ends of the angle-bars simply greater transverse stiffness than could be ecoahuttingngaiust thearch-flanges, or being bent nomically obtained in the shallow girders,
over ami riveted to said flanges, as shown.
shown iu Figs. 4 and 5. These deep girders
The bolts E' are riveted between the lower are constructed with angle-bars g g1 g aud
ends of the angle-bars/, as shown in Figs. 21, lattice-bars G, in the same manner us the shaland are secured in cast thimbles c", which are low girders before described, the bars G', of
made with a rear flange, 13, shown in Figs.-23, angle or T iron, being riveted at intervals ou
which tits into the brace-l>cam T, to which said the lattice-liars, as shown in Fig. G, to stiffen
thimbles are secured by straps 14 bent into and the lattice-work against buckling side wise.
around the recessed body of the thimble, aud The upper corners of the girders are secured
lying up to the web of the beam, to which they to the arches A by plates O riveted to the upare riveted. This connection secures the post per angle-bars g, which rest on the arch A, and
firmly to the brace-beam instead of to the through which the arch-bolts F ' are passed.
chords, as in the other forms of posts, and the The lower comers of the girders are secured
beam is .secured to the chords G by bolts 15, to the brace-posts by bolts 10, which pass bewhich run through thimbles c" (secured on tween the angle-bars/of the posts through
each side of the beam T iu the manner j u s t a washer a t their back, and through a girdershown) ami pass down between the chords 0 , block, G", which is riveted to the lower angleIK-IOW which they arc secured by washers ami bars <j of the overhead girders, as shown in
nuts in a manner evident from the preceding Figs. 10 and 13, the bolt 10 being held by jamdescriptions.
nuii from sliding in either the girder-blocks
Where the span of the bridge is from G", or between the angle-bars/, wheu the neck
ninety to one hundred feet and over it be- brace-posts, shown iu Figs. 13, are used. The
comes practicable, to use overhead bracing use of the girder-blocks G" allows of the placfor the arch, the first form of which — the ingof the deep girder iu position between the
raised lattice-girder shown in Figs. 4, 7, and arches aud posts after the bridge-girders have
H—is used where the distance between the been raised, the bolt 10 being iuserted after
flooring of the bridge and arch is insufficient the girder is placed iu such position, which is
to allow of the placing of the girder between a great convenience in putting up the bridge,
the arches. This girder is usually constructed aud which cotdd not be conveniently effected
of tour angle-bars, </, although T or X iron were the l>olt 10 riveted to the girder-flanges.
can be used, as iu the brace posts, with inWhere the straight-sided post, shown in
tervening lattice-bars G riveted a t each cross- Figs. 12, is used, the girder is attached to the
ing; aud the end angle-bars </' are combined arch by a T-si>ai>ed plate, (>', riveted to the
with the body of the girder by plates L K girder aud arch flanges, as shown, and by one
riveted iu at the corners of the girder, as or more clamping-bolts, 17, run between the
shown, by which a very rigid construction is angle- bars of the lattice posts and girders,
clfected; though, if preferred, the lattice-work and bearing o«i washers at each end.
G can be carried out iu place of the plate L,
As will be seen iu Fig. 2, the overhead lataud the plate K be omitted; or either of the tice-girders G, of some of the forms just deplates I J or K may lie used and the other omit- scribed, are used at the beads of each of the
ted ; but the use of both plates is to be prefer- brace-posts 4, 0, aud 8, where the height of
red. The end angle-bars<j'<f rest on the arch- the arch admits of tlieir use. But these are
flanges, to which they may IKS riveted by bend- alternate posts iu the girder; and in order to
ing out their ends, and the bolt H is riveted brace the arch at the heads of the other posts
to the plate Laud runs down through the arch, 5 and 7, the lateral struts Q are used, these
with nut below, as shown iu Figs. 7. In the struts usually consisting of four angle-liars, q
modified aud cheaper, though less rigid, form </, riveted together in column form, although
•if construction, shown in Figf. 8, the arch-bolt other forms of compression members may be
II is flattened out aud riveted between the. all- used. The bolts Q/ are riveted to the ends of
ele-bars g g, i n e end angle -bars g' aud plates these angle bars, as shown in Figs. 14, and
L K be.iiig'dispensed with.
are secured by jam-nuts iu the arch-block W,
At those points where t i e distance between which is made to tit ou the arch C, where it is
the flooring and arch is sufficient to admit of secured by the arch-bolt F ' of the underlying
it, the lattice-girder, shown iu Figs. 5 and !*, post, this mode of constructing and attaching
is used, the depth of the girder being the the arch-block W being, however, susceptisame as that of the arch, and its ends fitting ble of modification by the use of a wroughtup to the arch, to which it is iw*:*«d by plates irou loop in place of the block, said loop be<J O riveted to the upper and lower angle-bars iug either riveted to the arch or secured there-
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to by the bolt F', and one or more Additional quired length of span: The essential featbolts when required. The half-rings U are ures of our improved arch consist of the
riveted between the angle-bars q q of the strut* horizontal plate /*, which may be made of
Q, as shown in Figs. 11, and on the tops of the any width required to obtain the proper latlattice-girdersGare riveted the h itch-blocks N, eral capacity for the arch, aud to which are
which are secured by rivets passing dowu riveted the four column-segments m n n w, two
through the body of the blocks and the flanges at each side, as shown. With these five esof the girders, and which have holes for the seutial parts are combined such other segpassage of the lateral ties, nnd beveled end ments, channel-bars, and plates as may be refaces for the nuts at the ends of the lateral quired to form a double tubular arch of the
tics, and said ties 1' are run from the hitch- proper cross-section—as, for example, iu Fig.
Irlocks N on the tirst girder G to the half-ring 25, the four segments MM u u are riveted to
K on the tirst strut Q; thence from the op|»o- the parts m n A,$o as to form a double tubular
site half-ring It on the same strut to the hitch- arch with two tubes of a circular section, and
blocks N on the next girder G, aud so on, as in Figs. 29 the channel-bars x x aud plates w
shown in Fig. 2, thus forming a system of are riveted to the parts at N, so as to form a
brace-ties between the girders G, and at the double tabular arch of considerably greater
same time securing the struts Q, and conse- capacity than that shown in Fig. 25. If a still
quently the points of the arches at their ends, greater ca{mcity were required, two columnagaiast lateral motion. The action of the lat- segments could be used in place of the plates
eral ties P on the first or raised lattice-girder tr in Figs. 29, so as to form two arch-tubes of
G tends to bend said girder over sidewise, to the same section as the arch A, shown in Figs.
prevent which a tie-rod, M, (see Figs.1 and 7,) 9, as shown in detached section above Fig.
is run from near the top of said girder to a 29, the plate * extending the full width of the
point on the arch considerably back of the arch, as shown, or only between the two tubes,
girder; or, if preferred, a strut, M', can be used as preferred; while, if a smaller section than
between the girder and arch, as indicated by that shown in Fig. 25 were desired, plates
dotted lines in Figs. 7. To aid the brace-posts could be used in place of the column-segments
8 in resisting lateral deflection the tension-rods shown iu Fig. 25, thus forming a double tuS are run from thimbles c at or near the ends bular arch of the form shown by detached secof the brace-beams T, across the posts 8, to the tion between Figs. 24 and 25, the particular
lower angle-bars of the overhead girders G, to form of arch to be used in any case depending
which they are attached, as shown in Fig. G. on the bridge-span and load, and being, thereThe construction aud application of the lat- fore, a matter of judgment for the constructor.
The construction of the lattice-posts F iu
tice-posts and overhead girders to the bridgegirders being thus fully shown, their action in Figs. 25 and 29 and the mode of attaching
preventing auy lateral deflection of the bridge, them to the arches are similar to those shown
arches, or girders will be evident from an in- in Figs. 12 and 10, and need not be further
spection of Figs. 4 to 6, in which the arrows described here.
1/ represent forces tending to deflect the
Where the span of the bridge is very long—
arches and girders laterally, arid the arrows K say two huudred and fifty feet aud over—the
the resulting direction of strains thrown on width of the roadway should be twenty feet
the different parts of the bracing, from which and over, in order to secure proper lateral
it will be evident that no lateral motion of ei- stiffness at the chord-level, which is the basis
ther the arches or girders can possibly take of all the bridge-bracing; but this width of
place without overcoming the transverse track makes the use of wooden floor-joist, exstrength of one or more of the lattice mem- tending from chord to chord of girders, objecbers of the bracing, which are of such form tionable, and makes the use of iron floor-girders
that, with a very moderate amount of metal, at the foot of each post desirable; while, in
they can be made sufficiently strong to bear order to secure the best results in vertical
any strains that may be brought upon them. stiffness in the girders, the panels should be
We have thus far explained our plans for made of considerable length—say from fifteen
increasing the lateral stability of bow-string to eighteen feet; and this makes it desirable
girders simply by the aid of a more effective that each post should be a brace-post, and
system of brace jK>sts and overhead bracing consequently that each iron floor-girder should
than has been before used, using, for the pur- act as a brace-beam, to accomplish which we
pose of illustration, a moderate span of girder, make said girders of a pair of X -beams T' T'
with the well-known column and channel iron of moderate depth, which are trussed below,
arch, as being the form of arch to which these against downward deflection by the bridgeplans of lattice brace-post-and-girdercoustruc- load, by a heavy hog-chain, t, attached to the
tion have been the most extensively applied, beams next their ends by pins run through the
and we will now describe our improved form webs of the beams, aud running dowu under
of arch and brace-beam construction, by means supports i' «' on the under side of the beam,
of which the plan of bow-string-girder con- and which are held agniiwt itnward detieotiou
struction can be applied to almost any re- by the outward movement of the arches by a
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tension-rod.*, having mi adjustable ceutcr sup bridges, having its end bars*/ ^' arranged with
' beariugs on the extreme horizontal parts of
port, j , on the beams T'.
Tlneephtte-chords,<J, arc shown in F i g s . 21 the arch A , and with a bolt, H, rigidly securand 25, in which case the girders T' T' are sc ing it to said arch, substantially as sjiecitied.
8. The combination, with the raised latticecared to said chords by Imlts 22 n m down be
tween the chords, through the grooved washer* girder, Figs. 7, and arch A , of a tie, M, orstrut
Y ' above and IK'IOW the chords, and the tie- M', for holding said girder against the action
plate D for the double set of diagonal ties A', of the lateral ties r , substantially as specified.
0. The combination, with the arches and
down between the beams T ' T \ lieiieath which
bnice-jiosts of an iron bow-string bridge, of the
they are secured by washer and nuts.
The bolts E' are "riveted to the angle-bars of deep irou lattice-girder. Figs. 0 and 13, secured
the post F, nud are secured by jam-nuts in the to the arches at its upper c o m e r s by a plate,
hole 21 of the piece /, (see Figs. 27.) which bus o or «', ami at its lower comers to the posts a t
the lugs 20 20 at its sides, and which fits iu points considerably below the arches by one
between the beams T', where it is secured by or more bolts, 10 or 17, substantially as aud for
holts A-run through the webs of the beams Mid the puipose sjieeified.
10. The girder-block G", secured on the lowthe lugs 20'.
In Figs. 28 and 20 four chords, C, are used, er corners of the. deep lattice-girders specified
which are arranged in pairs under the sides of iu preceding clauses, substantially as aud for
the jH»st F, in whicli case the bolts E', riveted the purpose specified.
to the angle bars of said posts, m n down be11. The combination, with the brace-beam,
tween the two chords and the t w o lieatns, and post, and overhead bittice girders of a bowthrough the grooved washers Y' and tie-plates string bridge, of a tension-rod, 8, extending
D , as shown, and are secured by washer and from the outer post of brace-beam across the
nuts below the beams, thus d i s p o s i n g wi;h post to the overhead lattice-girder, substanthe use of the bolts 22 anil beam-pieces I in tially as and for the pur|»osc specified.
Figs. 'J4 and 25.
12. The lateral hitch-blocksN for the attachH a v i n g thus fully described our invention, ment of the Intend th-s to the brace-beams or
what we claim therein a s new, and desire to overhead girders, said blocks having holes arsecure by Letters Patent, is—
ranged for the passage on both ties anil bev1. The combination of an iron lattice brace- eled end faces for the nuts of said ties, aud bepost with the arch and hrace-lwant of an iron ing seen red to said I wain or girder by bolts or
bow-string bridge, said |$M. h a v i n g a v e n i e a l rivets |>assiug through the ttody of the block
adjustment either a t the arch or chord end. or and the tiangesof the beam or girder, substanat both of said points, substantially a s and for tially as specified.
the purpose s|KM-iti«-d.
l.'t. The lateral eompressive strut Q, secured
2. The filling-plate V, iu combination with to the arehes of a Uiw-string bridge at the
the bent parts of the side bars of a lattiee heads of the intermediate posts, and connectbrace-post, F, for the purpose of preventing ed at its eeiitcr by lateral ties to the e n d s of
the. buckling ot said bent parts when the post the lateral strut or girder at the head of the
is subjected to a compressive strain, substan- brace-|H»sts, substantially as and for the purtially as specified.
pose specified.
14. The arch-block W, rigidly secured to
-3. The arch-bolt F', having a flattened head
cr "beaver-tail,"/', with recessed faces to re- the arch A , and having an eye or hole, in
ceive p o s t - b a r s / / , substaiitiallyas shown and which the end bolt of the lateral strut Q can
be secdred by jam nuts, substantially as spec•perilled.
4. The. chord-holt E with broad head «, in ified.
15. The grooved washer Y ' and wronghtcom 1 iuation with the inside b a r s / o f the lattice brace-|K»st of a bow-string bridge, substan- irou tie-plate 1), in combination with the chords
<J and |H>st-bolt E or clamping-bolt 22, subtially as anil for the purpose specified.
5. The com bi nation, with t h e arches o f a stantially a s and for the purjKise specified.
16. The tie-plate Y, consisting of a short
bow-string bridge, o f an iron lattice-girder,
F i g . 5, placed between-said arches, and rigid- piece of flanged iron plate or its equivalent,
ly secured thereto by p l a t e s - * » attached to having its web cut away at y ,y, aud with holes
its corners, and secured above a n d below the formed iu its flanges for the insertion of the
arch by a bolt run through said plates a n d tie-pins d', substantially a s specified.
17. The cast end thimble c, having its end
arch, substantially as ami for the purpose specof the form of the section of the brace-beam
ified.
0. The combination, with the e n d of a raised T, and secured thereto by strap &, fitting into
lattice-girder for b o w - s t r i n g bridges, of an the recessed part of thhnble-body, and to the
arch-bolt, H, rigidly secured to said girder, anil web of the brace-beam, substantially as specie x t e n d i n g down through the arches of said fied.
bridge, substantially as and for the purpose
18. The cast side thimble c", having a rear
specified.
flange, 13, fitting between the flanges at the
7. A raised lattice-girder for b o w - s t r i n g brace-beaiu T, and secured thereto by strap
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14, fitting into recessed pnrt of thimble body,
substantially as specified.
13. A wrought-irou double tabular arch,
haying as the base of construction a horizontal plate, with two column-segments a t each
Ride, said base having combined with it suitable plates, chaunel-bars, and segments, to
form an arch of the required cross-section and
lateral capacity, substantially as is herein
specified.
20. The combination, with the lower chords
and brace-posts of a bow-string bridge, of a
pair of rolled X or channel beams, trussed by
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a hog-chain on the under side, and held from
upward deflection by a tension-rod on the upper side, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
As evidence of the foregoing, witness our
hands this 23tk clav of September, A. l>. 1H72.
DAVID HAMMOND.
MICHAEL ADLER.
JOB ABBOTT.
Witnesses:
J E N N I E M. G R A N T ,
G E O R G E E. BUCKLEY.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
JOB ABBOTT, OP CANTON, OHIO, ASSIGNOR TO WROUGHT IRON BRIDGE
COMPANY, OF SAME PLACE.
IMPROVEMENT IN METALLIC ARCH-BRIDGES.
Specification fanning part of Letter* Patent No. 1 8 4 , 4 1 * 0 , dated November 21,1876; application filed
August 19, 1876.

To all trhom it viay concern :
B e it known that I, J O B A B B O T T ,

of

Canton, in the county of Stark mid S t a t e of
Ohio, hare invented certain new ami useful
Improvements in Arch-Bridges: ami that the
following is a full, elear and exact sitecificntiou thereof, which will enable others skilled
iu the tut to make and use the said invention.
My in vent ion is designed to obviate the
difficulty experienced iu constructing longspun arch-bridges, of getting the diagonal
ties to lie at or near the proper angle, to secure stiffness and economy without making
the panels of too great length, as well a s to
effect a saving of material by reducing the
number of posts required ; and to this end it
consists iu connecting the diagonal ties iu
each panel of an arch-bridge a t or near t h e
center of the |>auel mid uniting this point of
Hiip|K>rt with the upper ami lower chords of
the girder; also in securing the center of the
intermediate |M>st of an arch - bridge by
means of rods from said central diagonal-tie
connections, thus reducing the effective length
and increasing the stiffness o f said post, a s
is hereinafter more tally shown.
Tiie accom{winying drawing is a view o f t h e
central panels of au arch-bridge embodying
m y invention.
A is an arch of any desired, form o f section.
B is the lower chord, a n d C D C are the girder-posts, which are usually made widest laterally, to aid iu holding the arch against lateral deflect ion. K is the center diagonal connection, which is here shown a s being made
of two plates of circular form, between which
the eyes on the diagonal roils are secured by
holts rnn through t h e plates and e y e s , although a pin-ami-eye connection may be used
instead, if preferred, especially when double
ties are used. The diagonal ties K V G II
are made iu two lengths, the lower parts E G
being secured by eyes t o the lower chords B
mid center plates K, and the upper parts F H
being secured by eyes in said center plates,
and having their upper ends run through the
arch A with washer and uut above for tightening up the rods. The snspeusion-roda I are
secured to the center-plate K and lower chords
B , and thus serve a s supports for the chords
midway between t h e posts, and the rods J
run from the center plate K t o the arch A

and serve to hold the arch against buckling
upward, as well as to transfer . a portion of
the load on the chords to the arch. The rod
L has its ends secured between the plates K,
and is rail through and secured iu the web of
post D by jam-nuts, thus holding said post
from bending longitudinally at the center.
The advantages resulting from this construction will be more readily seen on applying it to a long spau of two hundred feet or
more, although it can be economically used
iu spans o f one hundred feet and over.
A two-hundred foot span is ordinarily made
with fourteen panels, of about fourteen feet
length, ami is usually twenty-five feet deep,
s o that t h e center ties have a vertical height
of about twenty-five feet in fourteen feet, instead of running a t the economical angle of
forty-five degrees, and each girder requires
thirteen posts.
If the eight central panels be made into
four double panels, as would be done iu applying this plan of construction, it is seen
that four of the posts will be replaced by
light suspension roils I J , thus reducing the
number of posts to uine, that the three long,
e s t remaining posts will be held a t the center .
by rods L, thus halving their length and reducing their cross-section, and that the central diagonal ties will be laid down at an angle o f much nearer the economical angle, besides beiug much reduced in total length, thus
materially lessening the cost of the girder,
and at the same time increasing its stiffness.
What I claim herein as new, aud desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is—
1. The connection of the diagonal ties in a
panel o f a bow-string arch-bridge with each
other, and with the arch and chord of said
bridge a t their intersection, substantially a s
aud for the purpose specified.
•J. The attachment of the center of an archpost with the connection of the diagonal ties
a t their intersection, sabstantially a s aud for
the purpose specified.
A s evidence of the foregoiug, wituess my
baud this 5th day of August A . D . 1876.
JOB ABBOTT.
Witnesses:
ELVIRA SNTDEE.
RUTH K. ABBOTT.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
D A V I D HAMMOND, H E N R Y G. MORSE, A N D J O B ABBOTT, OF CANTON, OHIO
I M P R O V E M E N T IN T R U S S - B R I D G E S .

Specification forming part o f Letters Patent No. 1 8 4 , 9 9 0 , dated November 21.187G; application died
Aognst 19,187G.

iiuiting the two posts by iuside plates and
corner-pin, with additional beveled bearingplates for battered end trusses, thus forming
ton, in the county of Stark and State of Ohio, an economical all wrougiit-irou corner-connechave in vented certain new ami useful Improve- tion, all of which is hereinafter more fully
ments in Truss-Bridges; ami that the follow- shown.
ing is a full,clear,and exact s|fecilic.ition thereIu the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 is
of, which will enable others skilled in the art an elevation of half-girder embodying our imto make and use the said invention.
provements. F i g . - is a partial plan of lower
Our invention relates to certain improve- chords. Fig. 3 is a cross-section through the
ments in the construction of truss-birders for line jf x iu Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 is a view of corbridges and other structures, by which greater ner-connection.
economy and stiffness in construction is mttA is the upper chord, ami B the eud post,
cured.
made of channel-bars and plate, in the ordiSaid improvements consist in the construc- nary form. The u pper eud of post B is planed
tion of a truss-girder with pin-connections, off to tit under the end of chord A , and inside
having the posts held longitudinally a t o r plates f f are riveted in the post and up benear their centers by means of diagonal ties, tween the chord channel-liars, as shown. The
which run through and have jam-nuts and chord ends are re-euf»rced by plates d when reMashers on each side of the post, thus halving quired, and tli*;corner-pin m runs through the
the length and increasing the stillness of pasta chord ends anu the p l a t e s / / , thus uniting the
without the addition of useless o r unsightly chord and eud itosts, the bearing-plates c e
rods in the girder; also, in arranging t h e being riveted on the inside of the chord-chanscrew end of the diagonal tie which passes nels against the p l a t e s / / , to take up part of
through the post s o as to serve both a s the the longitudinal thrust of the post.
screw for the n u t s by which the |>ost is held
The diagonals D I)1 D2 are eye-bars of orat the center, and a s a screw for the sleeve- dinary form, a s also are the chord-bars E F G,
nut, by which the length of therodis adjusted ; the end chord-bars E bang run over the two .
also, in the construction of a truss-girder in eud panels, iu the usual manner.
which the main ties run from the head of one
Instead of ruuning the chord-bars in the
post to the foot of the next {tost, or across one intermediate panels in single lengths, a s has
panel, and the counter-ties ran from t h e head been the previous practice, the bars F F run
of one post across the next post to the foot'of across two panels, or from post C to C , and
the second {tost, or across two panels, by which an intermediate bar, G, is put in between
arrangement the posts of a single intersection- posts O and C% to take up the longitudinal
truss can be beld longitudinally a t the center strain from the diagonal tie D 1 , thus saving
by the counter-ties; also, in the construction the four large liar-heads and heavy pin usuof a truss-iK>st having the cross-sectiqii below ally required a t post C, aud using only a short
the floor-beam greater than the cross-section pin and lighter bar-head for bar G at said
alnive said beam, thus adapting the post point.
economically to partial-deck s p a n s ; also, in
The posts C O ' C are made of two channelthe construction of the lower chord-bars o f bars a s principal members, aud are arranged
a truss-girder in pairs running across two or to receive the floor-beams M for a " partialmore panels, with secondary chord-bars run- deck" truss, having the floor midway between
ning over single panels, and taking up the lon- the up]ier aud lower chords. Above the
gitudinal strain from the intermediate diagonal beams M the posts are made of proper crossties, thus reducing the number of heavy bar- section to sustain the vertical strain from the
heads and chord-pins ; also, in the construc- ties <P <P, the channels being united by doubletion of the upper corners of a wrought box- riveted crossbars b b, while below said beams
chord truss-girder by planing the end post t o the cross-section of the post is increased by
tit under t h e end of t h e upper chord, a n d means of the plate K. sufficiently to sustain
To all whom it may concern:

l t o . i t known that we, D A V I D H A M M O N D ,
H E N R Y G. M O R S E , ami J O B A B B O T T , of Can-

•*«,aao
the additional loud brought upon it by the
beam M.
The counter-ties H II run across two panels,
as shown, being secured to the up|>cr and
lower chords at their ends. They are ran
through the posts C C near the center, and
have the sleeve-nuts h placed near the |>ost,
as shown, so that the screw end on the upper
half of the tie serves as a screw end for the
sleeve-nut h, and also forms a screw for the
jam-nuts a a, which, with the oblique washers
c c, act to clamp the tie in the post.
In the double-intersection form of truss,
where both diagonal and counter ties run
across two panels, the |>osts near the ends,
where no counter-ties are required, can be
economical].)- held at the center by a rod
placed between the main diagonal ties, which
can be reduced in section to an amount equal
to the section of this center rod.
The advantages resulting from securing the
centers of the posts in a pin-connection truss
will lie more evident by noticing that the
I>08ts have rounded ends in the longitudinal
direction, in which they are held by the ties,
while their bearings in a lateral direction, or
in the line of the pins, are square-ended ; and
as the strength of a round-ended post is equivalent to a square-ended jmst of twice its
length, with same diauieter, by making the
post twice as wide laterally as it is longitudinally, and holding it at the center, as specified, itwill Lave the same strength as a square ended |K>st of the same section, and with both
its lateral and longitudinal dimensions equal
to the lateral diameter of the centrally-held
p o s t The strain on the center post G* of the
truss is usually so small as to make it unnecessary to hold said post in the center, in which
case the ceuter counter-tie I is on ly run across
one panel.

What we claim herein as new, and desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is—
1. A pin-connection truss having the posts
held longitudinally at the center by diagonal
ties nut through and secured by jam-nuts and
washers in the posts, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.
2. The combination, with a truss-post, of a
diagonal tie having sleeve-nut adjustment,
ami with one screw end for said sleeve-nut secured by jam-nuts and oblique washers in said
post, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
3. A truss-girder having tbe main diagonal
ties run across one panel, and the counter-tics
run across two panels, and secured to the posts
at the ceuter, substantially as and lor the purpose* s|»ecified.
4. A truss-post for partial-deck spans, having the section IMJIOW the floor-beams greater
than tbe section above «aid beams, substantially us and for the purpose specified.
5. The construction of the lower chords of
a truss-girder in pairs, running over two or
more panels, with intermediate bars to take up
the strains from intermediate diagonal ties,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.
(J. The within-described corner-connection
for box-chord trusses, formed by fitting the
end |x>st under tbe chord end. ami uniting the
same by inside plates, bearing-plates, and corner-pin, substantially as aud lor the purpose
specified.
A s evidence of the foregoiug, witness our
hands this 26th day of Julv, A. D. 1870.
D A V I D HAMMOND.
H. G. MORSE.
J O B ABBOTT.
Witnesses:
W M . BRITTON,
E . W. ECKEKT.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
DAVID HAMMOND, O F CANTON, OHIO, ASSIGNOR TO WROUGHT IRON
BRIDGE COMPANY, OF SAME P L A C E
IMPROVEMENT IN WROUGHT-IRON POSTS.
Specification forming put of Letters Patent No, 1 8 4 , 6 9 1 , dated November 21, W76; application filed
August 19,1676.
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, DAVID HAMMOND, of
Canton, iu the county of Stark ami State of
Ohio, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Wrought-Iron Posts; aud
that tLe following is a full, clear, and exact
specification thereof, which will euable others
skilled in the art to make ami use thesaid invention.
My invention consists iu the construction
of a wrought-irou |>ost composed of a central
plate or lattice-web and two T-haro, provided with ribs on the inner edges of the
heads, as is hereinafter more fully shown.
Iu the accompanying drawing. Figure 1 is
a view of {tout embodying my improvement,
and Fig. 2 is a section of same on line x x.
A is the web of the {tost, and B B are the
T-liars, the tegs C of which are secured by
rivets a to web A. The T-heads B are matte
with Hat backs, being made flat to allow of
additional plates D being riveted on, to increase
the cross section of post, as indicated in dotted
liues iu Fig. 2.
The legs C can be made on oue side of the
center of the bead B. if desired, -so as to
bring the web A into the axis of the post.
When used in bridges the chord-counee-

tions for the post ends are easily made by
riveting ou plates £ and drilling them to receive the pins F.
The advantages resulting from this form of
construction consist iu a reduced cost, the
plate and T-bars being cheaper iron than
the rolled I-beam, ami the labor being less
than that of uniting a web with four angles ;
also, in the increased width of head aud concentration of metal at the edges of the head,
which increases the stiffness aud strength of
the same amount of cross-section over the Ibeara post form.
- What I claim as sew, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is—
1. The T-bars B C, having a flat bead,
with ribs b b ou the inner edges thereof, substantially as ami for the purposes specified.
2. The within described (tost, consisting of
the web A and T-heads B B, having ribs b
b on the inner edges of their beads, substantially as aud for the purpose aitecified.
As evidence of the foregoing, witness my
baud this 7th day of Aogast, A. D. 1876.
DAVID HAMMOJSD.
Witnesses:
W M . BETTTOX,
J O B ABBOTT.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
DAVID HAMMOND, OF CANTON, OHIO, ASSIGNOR TO WROUGHT IRON
BRIDGE COMPANY, OF SAME PLACE
IMPROVEMENT I N WROUGHT-IRON POSTS.
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 1 £ 4 . 5 9 1 , dated November SI, le?6; application filed
Angnat 19, 1876.

To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, DAVID HAMMOND, of
Canton, in the county of Stark and State of
Ouio, Lave invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Wrought-Iron Posts; and
tbat tLe following is a full, clear, and exact
specification (.hereof, which will enable others
skilled iu the art to make aud use the. said invention.
My invention consists in the construction
of a wrought-irou post composed of a central
plate or lattice-web aud two T-bars, provided with ribs on the inner edges of the
heads, as is hereinafter more fully shown.
Iu the accompanying drawing. Figure 1 is
a view of jn»st embodying my improvement,
and Fig. 2 is a section of same on line x x.
A is the web of the ]>ost, and B B are the
Tdiars, the legs C of which are secured by
rivets a to web A. The T-heads B are made
with flat backs, being made Hat to allow of
additional plates I) being riveted on, to increase
the cross sectiou of post, as iudioated in dotted
Hues in Fig. 2.
The legs C can be made on one side of the
center of the head B. if desired, so as to
bring the web A into the axis of the post.
When used in bridges the cbord-counec- j

tions for the post ends are easily made by
riveting ou plates £ and drilling them to receive the pins F.
The advantages resulting from this form of
construction consist in a red need cost, the
plate aud T-bars being cheaper iron thau
the rolled I-beam, and the labor being less
than that of uniting a web with four angles ;
also, in the increased width of head aud concentration of metal at the edges of the head,
which increases the stiffness and strength of
the same amount of cross-section over the Ibeam post form.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is—
1. The T-bars fi C, having a flat bead,
with ribs b b ou the inner edges thereof, substantially as and for the purposes s|>ecified.
2. The within described post, consisting of
the web A aud T-heads B B, having ribs b
b on the inner edges of their heads, substantially as and tor the purpose specified.
As evidence of the foregoing, witness my
haud this 7th day of Ancust, A. D. 1876.
DAVID HAMMOND.
Witnesses:
WM. BRITTON,
J O B ABBOTT.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
DAVID HAMMOND, O F CANTON, OHIO, ASSIGNOR TO WROUGHT IRON
BRIDGE COMPANY, OF SAME PLACE.
IMPROVEMENT IN WROUGHT-IRON GIRDERS.
Specification forming part of Letter* P a t e n t No. I H I , * S 9 , dated November 21,1376; application filed
August 19, 1876.

To all whom it may
concern:
Be it known that I, D A V I D H A M M O N D , of

Canton, ill the comity of Stark and State of
Ohio, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Wrought-Iron Girders; aud
that the following is a full, clear, aud exact
specilieatiou thereof, which will enable others
skilled in the art to make aud use the said
invention.
My invention consists in the construction of
a wrought iron girder composed of a T - bar,
u|>|»er head made with rilisou its under edges,
and of a plate or lattice-web with lower head
of T- bar, angles, or angles aud plate, as is
hereinafter more fully shown.
In the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 is
a view of girder made with lattice web and
T- bar, upper and lower heads; aud Fig. 2 is
a view of girder made with T-bar, upper
head, plate, web, and angle, aud plate lower
head.
The head A consists of a T - bar made with
leg B , aud having its head flat on top, and
provided with rib* a a on its under edges.
The leg B can be placed a t one side of the
center of the head, t o secure a symmetrical
appearance, if desired. The head, being made
flat ou top, allows the addition of cover-plates
wheu desired, for additional section at the center or along the whole leugth of the h$ad. The
web C of plate or lattice-bar is riveted to the

leg B of the upper head A, and the lower head
of the girder cau be nude of a second T-bar,
A', or of two angles, D D , with a plate, E, if
desired, for extra section, as shown.
The advantages of this construction will be
evident ou considering that the upper head of
the girder acts under compression, and when
the girder is loaded this head has a tendency
to give waj' by bendingsidewise. Consequently, by making such bead wide and iu one
solid piece, and then concentrating the metal
iu the ribs on the edf.es ot the head, where it
has the greatest effect to prevent crushing or
cockling the head, the same amount of headsection will make a tnoca stronger girder than
when used in the ordinary I-beam or anglebar form of head.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure
b3r Letters Patent, is—
A wrought-irou girder having au upper Thead made with flat top aud ribs ou its under
edges, iu combination with a plate or latticeweb aud T or angle lower head, substantially
as and for the pur|>ose specilied.
A s evidence of the foregoing witness my
baud this 7th day of August. A. D . 1876.
DAVDD HAMMOND.
Witu esses:
W i t BBITTOK,
J O B ABBOTT.

